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ROOSEVELT SAYS

PRE68

SPEEDERS LEFT OFF EASY
Although they
admitted in the police court at North
Bergen, N. J., that they had exceeded
the speed limit while motoring along
the Hudson county boulevard, Anthony J Drexel, jr., the husband ut
Marjorie Gould, and Allan J. Ryan
son of Thomas F. Ryan, were let off
wtih suspended sentences last night,
Howard Gould who was with Drexel
when he .was arrested, told the court NEW INDICTMENTS WILL BE RE
TURNED AGAINST ACCUSED
that "a little dinkey machine had
DYNAMITERS
passed them, "and we could not stand
for that."

MMIARAS
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assist women
scientists In"', studying the 'stars.
$25,000 fellowship for the observatory
May
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UNIQUE SUIT OF ACTRESS
New York, May 4. Doee an actress

REVOLUTIONISTS

have to rehearse kissing under penalty of being discharged? Helen Schol- of Nantucket Island is announced
cello player, asked
der, a
An income of $1,000 a
Justice Shell today to decide that
six
year,
months on Nantucket, a term at one
question for her. She is suing Arthur
of the larger observatories of this
Hammersteln and Edward Locke for
$100 weekly salary withheld since the
country and a year at a research ob
19th of January.
The
defendants
servatory In Europe are the provi
contend that Miss Scholder refused to
sions of the fellowship to which An
IN
COMMENTS
drew Carnegie contributed $10,000, IMPORTANT PORT IN STATE OF rehearse kissing that went with her WILL NOT INSIST ON RESIGNApart as cello player, and also refused
TION OF PRESIDENT
Any woman astronomer in America is
SINALOA TAKEN AFTER
THE OUTLOOK ON TIMES
to
wear
for
the
dress
her,
provided
eligible.
DIAZ
BIG BATTLE
DYNAMITING ARRESTS
She said she was willing to do her
part, kissing and all, during the per
SINGER SERIOUSLY JLL
TELEGRAPH ISNOT WORKING formances, but wanted to leave out PEACE CONFERENCE OPENS
UTTERANCE A FEARLESS ONE
TO BE ARRAIGNED FRIDAY
New York,- May 4. After glvln
CHORUSGIRL ACCUSES MANAGER
kissing in rehearsals. The court has
a concert tour for which she had
np
taken the case under advisement.
New York, May 4. Jacob J. Shu
FEDERAL AND INSURRECTO REP.
MANNER,
IN HIS CHARACERISTIC
DISTRICT
ATTORNEY FREDER a $20,000 contract at the opera sea THIS PREVENTS RECEIPT OF DE
bert, the theatrical manager, has been
towas
FALL OF
RESENTATIVES ENTER UPON
son's
IMPORT-ANJohanna
REGARDING
TAILS
FORMER CHIEF EXECUTIVE
ICKS
close,
MAKES
THIS
Gadsky
STOLEN JEWELRY MARKETED
placed under $.00 bail for trial in
on a litter from the Ho
carried
NEGOTIATIONS
day
TOWN
THE
DISCUSSES CASE
New
4.
ANNOUNCEMENT
offi
Customs
York,
May
special sessions court on the charge
tel.St. Regis to the steamship Kron
cials, private detectives and the po
of Miss Marie Taylor- Barnett,
prinzessln Cecllie, which sails from
lice department here were busy today EARLY AGREEMENT EXPECTED
of President Zaohary TaySCORES THE LABOR LEADERS grand niece
EVIDENCE FAST ACCUMULATES Hoboken tomorrow morning.
Tbe MEXICO CITY BELIEVED SAFE
working on information from Scot
lor, who Is known on the stage as
singer was suffering acutely from
land Yard that Jewelry worth $500,000
Peggy Forbes. Miss Barnett declared
STATEMENTS CERTAIN in police court last night that the EACH DAY BRINGS FORTH D'E. sciatica. Mme. Gadskt goes to take a WITH 2,000 TROOPS, 1,200 GEND and upward, stolen' in great part from AMERICAN AMBASSADOR WILSON
THEIR
cure" at a German health resort.
Americans in England and on the
NOTIFIES WASHINGON TO
TO HURT CAUSE OF
ARMES AND ARTILLERY, IT IS
manager struck her three times In an VELOPMENTS INDICATING THE She Is to return to New York In No
continent
is being marketed here
THIS EFFECT
argument over her dismissal as
UNIONISM
PROTECTED
WELL
GUILT OF PRISONERS
vember.
piece-mea- l
by an International
chorus girl from one of his theaters.
of crooks.
El Paso, Tex., May 4. After sever
New York, May 4.
Mexico City, May 4. The war de
Los Angeles, May 4. The Los An
al
news
preliminary conferences of an inthe
confirm
Theodore Roosevelt will have a sign
advices
partment
geles county grand jury is to be con- SOLONS ACCEPTED
formal nature during the last three
an Important seaport
ed article entitled, "Murder is Mur- TAFT SELECTS HAN
that
Mazatlan,
vened late today and in all probability
months, the Mexican government and
of Sinaloa, where many Americans are FINAL HEARING IN
der," in The Outlook this week, deal
indictments in the Times dynanew
the revolutionists, headed by Fran
said to be, is held by the rebels. The
ing with the dynamiting of the Los
IS CHARGE official dispatches give no details.
BRIBES
cisco I. Madero, Jr., formally assemcases will be returned. It Is
miting
Angeles Times and the arrests re
FOR BERLIN POST
COAL LANDS CASE bled to discuss peace negotiations tocently made by Detective William J
expected that these indictments will
Telegraphib communication with Mazday across the Rio Grande, half-wa- y
Burns. Mr. Roosevelt says:
atlan has been cut off.
take the place of those
already TWO
between the federal stronghold of
REPUBLICANS AND THREE
"There is one feature of the de COMMUNICATES
WITH GERMAN brought against the McNamara brothj
SIT Juarez and the Madero camp, five
WILL
DEMOCRATS INDICTED AT
SECRETARY
FISCHER
velopments, as regards the arrest of
No
in
Mexico
City
Danger
FOREIGN OFFICE BEFORE
ers, and Ortie McManigal, the purmiles north of the border city.
union labor men in connection with
COLUMBUS
AS JUDGE IN CUNNINGHAM
Mexico City, May 4. It Is consider
APPOINTMENT
Justice Carabjal, of. the Supreme
overcome
certain
tech
to
pose being
tho
dynamite outrage perpetrated
in
not
CLAIMS ARGUMENT
ed here that Mexico City is
Court
of Mexico, assisted by Senors
to
ones
Los
and
'to
old
the
nical
Angeles Times,
objections
against the
Columbus, 0., May 4. Three state danger of an attack in any event. The
Braniff and Obregon represented the
4.
which esDecial attention should be
President to provide a way for the arraign- - senators
May
Washington,
and two representatives capital is garrisoned by more than
Washington, May 4. The final government, while Dr. Vasquez Go
called.
Taft has communicated the name of men of the accused men tomorrow.
and 1,200 gendarmes.
were included in the bribery indict
,000 federals
hearing in the Cunningham coal mez headed the rebel commission,
"The arrest was made in conse- the man whom he has
se- ments returned late yesterday by the reinforced with cannon and' rapid fire claims case will be held before Sec with Francisco I.
made
Fredericks
tentatively
District
Attorney
Madero, Sr., and
Mr.
secured
by
quence of testimony
leceted for the post of ambassador io the positive statement at noon that Franklin county grand Jury, which guns. Tne autnonties aeciare mat retary Fishcher of the Interior de Senor Pino Suarez, as advisors. CreBurns, who had been Mr. Heney's
has been engaged in an investigation the city should withstand any kind of
of dentials were exchanged by both sides
Commissioner Dennett
right hand man In bringing to jus- Germany to the German foreign of the grand jury would return new in- of alleged corruption in the assem- an assault. Many rebel bands are re- partment.
the land office, Law Clerk Witten and and the negotiations began.
tice grafters who violated the laws fice. Air. Taft has conveyed no inti- dictments, charging John J. McNam bly.
ported in the neighborhood, but they Messrs. McPhaul and Butler of the
It was stated at the Madero camp
of the United States in Oregon, and mation to his friends here of the ara and James B. McNamara with
The senators of Isaac E. Huffman, do not appear to be working in uni land office next
offione of the insurrectos spokesmen
These
Monday.
by
ot
the
laws
who
violated
of
Dr.
Hill's successor. If the murder, on account of the Times ex of Butler county; L. R. Andrews, of son.
grafters
identity
were maae toaay cials will act as a court. There are that the resignation of President,
Preparations
(
has
He
California in San Francisco.
selection is entirely satisfactory to
that their preliminary Lawrence county; George K. Canton. for the usual festivities tomorrow In several thousand pages of evidence. Diaz finally was excluded from the
proceeded with impartial severity tj,e German government the members plosion, and would
take place to- - Montgomery county. The representa celebration of the anniversary of the The investigation into the- - Cunning- list of the revolutionists' demands.
against the moat influential polltl- - of the Benate foreign relations com arraignment
tives are: Dr. George B. Nye, of Pike battle of Pueblo.
The peace conference was ad
men
richest'
business
ham claims has cost the government
clans and the
mittee will then be consulted.
and A. C. Lowry, of Lawrence
county,
more
it happens that the men whom he It is practically, certain that the
$50,000 and the land claim journed at 12:30 o'clock to be fa.
than
county. On i.idictment, charging
has now arrested are members of a vacancy at Berlin Is to be filled
sumed at 4 o'clock this afternoon, a.
ants more than $200,000.
by
solicitation
bribe was returned
labor organization, just as men whom a shift in the diplomatic
statement was issued to theCf.
brief
service. SENATOR BORAH
against each, except Nye, against BOY LOSES FOOT IN
he formerly arrested were members Those who are regarded as
a preliminary basin
feet
that
HAT
COMPANY
APPEALS
propossibili
whom four Indictments were returned.
of the republican or democratic par- ties are: Thomas J. O'Brien, ambas
with the negotiations had
Additional
ceeding
to
be
added
is
In
litigation
addition
J.
of
Eria
Rodney
Diegle,
ties, of great and wealthy corpora- sador to Japan; John G. LeiBhman,
Department stores bank been agreed upon and that tli cre.
FIGHTS IN VAIN county, sergeant-at-arm- s
in the senMOWING MACHINE to the famous
tions.
ambassador to Italy, and Chairles H.
tho dentiala of both parties, as piVgented,
ruptcy case of Raton . through
ne- and
in
ate,
alleged
were satisfactory.
"Wherever any politician of either Sherrill of New York, minister
to
of
the
action
and
Gauss
Langenburg
senators
with
was
indicted
gotlations
party or any capitalist Qia actually Argentina. Leiahman, who is a close HE WANTED DIRECT
.Judge Carbajal said that Prospects
Hat
has
to
which
company,
appealed
ELECTION on a charge of aiding and abetting INJURY SUSTAINED BY ROSWELL
for an agreement were goodanu that
take this position, whether in the personal friend of Secretary Knox,
on
the
error.
court
a
of
writ
supreme
the
All
bribe
solicitations.
six
appearRESOLUTION
MADE UNFINLAD RENDERS HIM CRIPPLE
case of the men prosecuted by Mr. is regarded as the most likely choice.
The company is not satisfied with the he was optimistic of the flni,j results
ed at the court house soon after tiie
ISHED BUSINESS
Burns or in any other case, The OutFOR LIFE
report of the referee. The case will of the conference.
bills were returned and furnlnhed
look unhesitatingly and severely debe heard de novo by the supreme
bonds at Once.
nounced them. In exactly the game
SENSATIONAL
STATEMENTS
4.
Agreement Seems Assured"
N.
court.
M.,
Stepping
May
Washington, May 4. Senator Borah
Roswell,
The amount was $50,000 for 'the
conViCtibns
of
May 4. According to
1
The
4.
Washington,
state
Patrick
the
Cork,
a
May
tree
behind
Guiney,
out
from
spirit
sought vainly today to have the house three senators and Representative playfully
American Ambassa
difrom
retelegram
member for the north
Outlook in expressing its hearty
PICTURE PRIVATE PROPERTY
joint resolution, providing for the Lowry. The bond of Nye and Diegle where he was hidden, to startle his
Mexico
at
Wilson
dor
City, maUe pub
of
th"9
of
those
in
vision
conduct
of
house
Cork
of
the
a
county
probation
mowing
election of senators by popular vote, was $10,000. Three detectives, F. S. father, who was driving
Washington, May 4. The supreme lic at the White House
today, Foreign
labor leaders who, without waiting to commons, addressing an
son
the
of
the
machine,
business
decidunfinished
court
Eugene,
of the United States has
made the
Harrison, A. C, Bailey and D. M.
of
Barra
La
de
Minister
Mexico, exsensamade
the
know anything of the facts of the
meeting today,
senate. He yielded to a request of Berry, who allege they trapped the of E. G. Purpose, had his foot cut ed' that no one can use the photothe
arrangements
to
peace
pects
tional statement that within the pre- Senator Clark of
case, have at once flown publicly
Wyoming for time
In the bribery deals, and squarely off .yesterday afternoon near graph or name of a pretty woman or
the federals and insurrectosthe defense of the alleged dynamiters, ceding 24 hours he had been offered to prepare a report on the resolution legislators
was
fellow
The
little
Roswell.
given
or
for
other
who were arrested last week at the
any
person
advertising
to be perfected late today.
whom Mr. Burns has now arrested, $5,000 to resign his seat and permit and
premitted the matter to' go over. instance of Nye were bound over, surgical attention as soon as possible trade purposes without the owner's
beas
He
arrest
the
Redmondites.
about
talk
the
and who
capture by the
He indicated he would make the re- but the grand jury returned "no and in spite of his tender years will consent. The court upheld the conMANY SOLDIERS DESERT
ing part of a conspiracy against la- said that he promptly refused the of- quest again early next week.
bills" In their cases. They will be the probably recover, but be a cripple stitutionality' of the New York' staSan
Antonio, Tex., May 4. Disgust
fer.
bor unions.
for life. The father is heartbroken tute.
principal witnesses at the trial of the
with
ed
army, life spent in almost con
"No worse service can be rendered
over the terrible accident.
and
Diegle.
assemblymen
cause
tinuous
to
rain, about 150 soldiers have
the
SPURNS $50,000 FOR STAGE
by labor union leaders
A large majority of them
deserted.
of unionism than that which they NEW SUPERINTENDENT
BLACKMAIL CASE COLLAPSES
New York, May 4. Because she has
INSURRECTO DANDS
were returned, however, after being
render when they seek to identify
4.
case
The
a call for the stage which she canagainst
London, May
picked up in San Antonio and near
the cause of unionism with the cause
Alexandre
not resist, Miss Helen Lang, of Vic- SENATE TO CONVENE
charged
Tachernledief,
PUEBLO
INDIANS
OF
of any man guilty of a murderous
by villages. One of the most extenLINE
the
to
blackmail
with
an
attempt
toria, B. C, is to relinquish a fortune
SNEAKjCROSS
idea
no
I
nature.
have
sive maneuvers undertaken was start
this
attack of
formerly
of $50,000 left her by her uncle, Har
AT TWOJEREAFTER Duchess de Cheisal-Preslled
whether the men arrested on Mr.
sudtoday when a force from camp left
of
Mrs. Hamilton Payne
Boston,
VILLAGES IN NEW MEXICO ry Lang, with the proviso that if she
FEDERAL TROOPS AND UNITED to try and dislodge a detachment
Burns statement are or are not guil- NINE
rulcourt
the
today,
career
a
collapsed
entered upon
denly
professional
WILL BE CAREFULLY
STATES PATROL KEPT BUSY
CHANGty. The labor leaders in question
menacing Leon Springs. The signal
the legacy should be turned over to a BAILEY'S RESOLUTION,
ing that the plaintiff had not made
not
are
or
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have no idea whether they
AT
corps, wireless and the aeroplane
from
matter
and
the
out
case
a
ING HOUR FROM NOON,
taking
certain charity.
were brought into play, as well as
diswas
defendant
The
guilty.
the
Jury.
FINALLY ADOPTED
all the troops.
"The question of organized labor Washington, May 4, (Dr, Charles
4.
charged.
Ariz.,
May
Firing nearly
Douglas,
GUILTY
or organized capital, or of the re- E. McChesney has been Selected 3
BOY MURDERERS
west
to
east
the
and
heard last night
Washington, May 4 After a two
lations of either with the community superintendent of nlae New Mexico
RICH WIDOW OPERATED ON
MADE DEPUTY
DOUGHERTY
Oklahoma City, Okla., May '4 Alof Agua Prieta, across the line from
'
senate
adoptthe
today
S.
at large, has nothing whatever to pueblos with a population of 3,800 bert Helfenstein, 18 yerd 0id, and years' fight,
New
4.
.
the
to
George
have been
New
York, May 4. Mrs. Collis P.
York,
May
Douglas, is believed
ed the Bailey resolution,
fixing 2
of Mexican federal
do with this Issue. All we are now Pueblo Indians, under a new policy Charles Ireland,
widow of the pioneer
chief
Huntington,
for
years
many
endeavoring
garrison,
yesterday plead- o'clock as the hour for convening Dougherty,
concerned with is the grave and vital of Commissioner of Indian Affair ed
New York bureau of the Pink- - to stop bands of insurrectos, who railroad builder, who was operate!
tha
and. "were sentenced to life
guilty
questions of fact; of whether or not Valentine. Another syperlndeftcy of Imprisonment for the murder of John instead of nooni as heretofore. The erton Detective Agency, has been who were crossing from the United upon for appendicitis in her Fifth
new rule will be in effect until otheN
the accused men have been guilty twelve puebloes wit a
named Becond deputy commissioner States. The United States troops Avenue home late yesterday, was re
population o! Rebel V&bse death resulted from a wise ordered.
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4,117 has been
of police for New York City by May-o- r also opened Are several times, with- ported resting well today.
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attempt
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NOW FEAR ''OZONE TRUST"
Rtrocuy.
The tor-- f
attempting to get through their lines.
wert unaer the control up W "butcher shop on February 26.
4.
proof Oie
Vigorous
May
Washington,
Word ha3 been received here that STEAM PIPE BURSTS;
Santa
Superlnteu'dent of the
A!-- J
tests against monopolization of the AGUA PRIETA AFFAIR
all
service on the Yaqui river branch
the
under
and
school
theater
to
atmosphere were received today by
of the Southern Pacific railroad in
GO
DEEP
school.
TO
INVASION
btiquerque
EIGHT ARE SCALDED
AMERICAN
PROBE
many congressmen from the Chicago
Mexico was abandoned last
night.
INCIDENT
A CLOSED
Wireless association and E. Meulthler,
This line was the only one touching
IN BSBERY oUANDAl REPUBLICAN POLLS 33 VOTES
OF MEXICO CERTAIN its president. The circular is directed
the TonichI and Sahnarlpa mining FATAL ACCIDENT ABOARD LAKE
Denver, May 4. Today 'senatorial
against bills giving the government WASHINGTON
districts, in which are many Ameri
WITH
.
SATISFIED
STEAMER UNDERGOING REsituation,
ballot resulted as follows-control of the wlreleas
can mining men and refugees. '
AT
AMENDED
REPLY
PAIRS AT CLEVELAND
MEXICO'S
OH& GRAND JURY WILL LOOK
Democrats Adams, 30; Speer, 28; THIS STARTLING STATEMENT
"Such legislation is an outrageous at
TO COMPLAINT
Maupln, 1; Ward, 1..
TRIBUTED TO UNITED STATES tempt to create an ozone trust," de
WANT A POSTAL BANK NOW
,. INTO CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUCleveland, O., May 4. Eight men
clared Mr. Meulthien
Republicans McCVeely, 33; Valle,
ARMY OFFICER
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Washington,
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a
received
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Washington, May
51.
a
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house
recent
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ing
New York. May .4. An involuntary the
of Mexico by the United States army
known today that "there is to be a
estaboperated by the Cleveland & Buffalo
bank be
RACING DEAD IN FLORIDA
within the immediate future, was petition In bankruptcy was filed this and insurrecto forces at Agua Prieta, that a postal savings
Transit company, exploded here towas
rigid inquiry by ;the grand jury into
town.
the
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that
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lished
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It
Washington
May 4. The house predicted in the house today by Rep- afternoon against J. B. Reichmann, concerning which
Tallahasee,
Fla,
contrlsteamer, which runs be
the factB concerning large
track resentative Focht. He said an army former president of the Carnegie government formally complained to every banker in the place. The post- day. The
yesterday passed the anti-rac- e
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Cleveland,
told
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and
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been
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master countersigned
governments
alleged to have
bill by a vote of 61 to 1, The meas- officer returning from the border, Trust company. The creditors allege Mexico. The
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being
as to the facts and the amended postmaster general he believed there
by corporations and other interests ure already has passed the senate told him that American intervention that the total liabilities are $2,000,000 agree
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first trip of
"for
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preparation
such
for
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to the campaign expenses of mem- The bill awaits the signature of the was inevitable. Mr. Focht did not with assets of $100,000. Concealment
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Washington.
of property Is alleged in the petition,
name the officer.
governor.
bers of tfie general assembly.
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TRINIDAD MAN IS
CHARGED WITH
ASSAULT
DOMESTIC

ACCUSES G. W. HARLAN, POWER COMPANY MANAGER, WITH OUTRAGE

Trinidad, Colo., May 4. Miss Ella
Bell aged 19, a domestic, late yester
day afternoon caused the arrest of
O. W. Harlan her employer and gen
eral manager of the Colorado Rail
way. Light and Power company on a
charge of criminal assault. Harlan,
who Is one of the most prominent
- residents of the
city, was arrested
at his office by Constable Harry
Xewls. and was arraigned at once by

Justice

A. L. Stone.
The arrest followed the filing of
the complaint by Miss Bell. In
company with OfBcer Edward Cook-

,

,4

Ingham, she visited the office of District Attorney A. W. McHendrle and
related her story which had been
matter of gossip for two days.
The girl alleges that the attack
was made upon her Monday night
Early in the evening neighbors heard
a woman screaming in the Harlan
house on Colorado avenue and noti
fied the police. Officer Cookingham
answered the call but no further
sounds were heard, and after 'spend
lng some time about the place, went
away. The next morning the girl went
to the home of S. B. Lightboot ad
joining. At first she declared that
she had nothing to tell but neighbors
who claimed to have heard the girl
scream, opportuned her to make
full statement and yesterday she sent
for Officer Cookingham, and in his
company, went to the office of the
district attorney, where she made the
ac
complaint that she afterward
knowledged before Justice Stone.
The girl's story in brief is that she
had been caring for the house in the
absence of the family, that Monday
night her employer brought home two
bottles of champagne and together
they drank a portion of the wine. The
wine, she said, made her deathly
sick, and while she was in this condition Harlan approached her, and
'
dragged her into his room. Then It
was she screamed. The girl declares
that he allowed her to go to her
room after a struggle but later he
came to her room when the alleged
crime was committed. Later during
the night she says Harlan again
Ncame to her room and argued and
pleaded with her not to give the af- rtJJr any publllcty.
tfarlan brands the entire story aa
an Vttempt at a "Bhakedown" Ho

Fet So Sore

Wouldn't Walk
Down Stairs- -

:

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

.

criminal
the
denies strenuously
charge and declares that not until
yesterday did he learn that the police
had been called to the house. Har
lan story briefly is that the girl
came here with the family from
Champagne, Ills., and she was left
in charge of the house when the
family went away. Monday night, he
says, the girl asked that he buy
some champagne and about 7 o'clock
that evening he brought home and
opened the bottles. A little later the
girl complained that she was 111 and
started up the stairway. At the top
she fell and it was then, he aays,
that she screamed. He declares that
he did nothing more than to assist
her to her room and then left her
there.
Harlan declares that the girl has
been led to believe by outsiders that
she should not have been in the
house and that she has been cajoled
Into telling the story.

NO DORSE PLAY IN

W00DMENJMT1ATI0N
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13,779 OBEYS
RITUAL OF ORDER TO

THE LETTER
The following communication, rela
tive to initiation stunts practiced by
the Modern Woodmen of America,
Vegas, N. M.. May 3, 1911
Las Vegas Dally Optic,

East Las

,

HAYMARKET

WIDOW OF MAN

TRAIN SUES
ASKS
EUGENIO
BARELA
SANTA FE FOR $5,000
DAMAGES

Albuquerque, N. M., May 4 Suit
was filed In the district court of
Bernalillo county yesterday by Sole- dad Gonzales de Barela, widow of
the late Eugenio Barela, seeking to
recover $5,000 damages from the San
ta Fe Railroad company for alleged
negligence of the company which it
Is claimed caused the fatal accident
The petition alleges that on the
night of March 27, 1911; plaintiff s
husband was returning from Alameda,
on the west side of the railroad
tracks, to his home at Ranchos de
Albuquerque, on the eaBt side of the
track, which made it necessary for
him to cross the railroad at a public
crossing. It is alleged that the lay
of the ground at this crossing Is sev
eral feet lower than the tracks and
that just north of the track the de
fendant company had negligently per
mitt.ed to be built and maintained nu
ditch, with
aceauia, or irrigation
banks rising to a height of seven or
eight feet above the level of the
road to a distance of 300 yards west
of the crossing, and that this entire
ly obstructed the view of the tracks
to the north for anyone approaching
the crossing from the west until actually upon the track. It is also al
leged that just north of the crossing
the track curves sharply to the north
east, rendering it still further diffi
cult to tell of the approach of a train
from that direction.
The notition alleces that on the
nteht of the accident Mr. Barelas
was driving a horse hitched to
high buggy; that knowing of the
ne
conditions at
the crossing
and
looked
and
horse
stopped his
listened, but owing to the alleged
Idane-erouconditions described, he
could not see or hear the approach
ing train, and that he then attempted
to cross the track with the result
that he was struck by the engine
of the train and received injuries from
which he subsequently died. It is
in
also alleged that the engineer
charge of the train gave no warning
by whistle or bell as he approached
the crossing, and that he was run
nine at a negligent and dangerous
rate of 'speed.

s.

DELEGATES
MEET

FROM EIGHT STATES
AT HELENA FOR

THIS PURPOSE
Helena, Mont, May 4. Delegates
from 'eight states assembled In Helena today to organize the Northwest
ern Development league and to con
sider ways and means to check the
flow of immigration into western Can
ada. The states Interested in the
movement are Washington, Oregon,
North and
Idaho, Utah, Wyoming,
Each
South Dakota and Minnesota.
state has sent a large and influential
delegation to the conference as sever
al of the commonwealths are repre
Mer
sented by their governors.
agriculturist?,
chants, manufacturers,
mining men and railroad officials are
included in the attendance.
The interested states have awakened to the fact that if American settlere are to be kept on this side of the
international border and If colonists
and capital from the east and from
abroad are to be attracted to this se;
tlon of the country, these results can
be attained only by following the ex
ample of the Canadian government
and the several western provinces and
municipalities in pursuing a broad and
thorough campaign of publicity and
To form a permanent
promotion.
this campaign and
to
conduct
league
of the peoto secure the
ple and the commercial and industrial
organizations of the Interested states
of the two
are the chief obJ-?tdays' conference now in session.
Since the conference was called by
Governor Norris, however, its scope
has broadened until every conceivable
phase of conservation arid development of the northwest has been in
cluded and It will provide probably the
most exhaustive treatment of those
problems ever presented in this sec
tion of the country. A few of the subjects which will be discussed by ex
perts of wide reputation are various
farm conservation problems, the development of the mineral resources of
the several states, the encouragement of manufactures, live stock and
dairy interests, agricultural and industrial education, good roads, drainage,
and water powers, forestry and the
lumber industry, and most important
of all, state advertising and the settle
ment of farm lands.
;
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Santa Fe, N. M., May 4. Territori
INDEPENDENCE DAY)
al
Engineer Charles D. Miller has re
Providence, R. I., May 4. The state
application No. 343 of J. D.
jected
of Rhode Island, the first of the or
Hand of Lbs Alamos for the use of
iginal thirteen colonies to renounce water of the Gallinas. The reason the
the sovereignty of Great Britain prewas rejected was because
vious to the Declaration of Indepen application
was no unappropriated water
there
dence, today celebrated the 135th an- available. Mr. Miller also
rejected
niversary of the signing of the instru the
of S. H. Brown of Ra
application
ment which declared the Old Colony
ton, for the water of the Una de
Providence Gato.
of Rhode Island
and
Plantations to be free of any allegiance to the British Crown. The chief
SANTA ROSA CARNIVAL
feature of the celebration was a pub
Santa
Rosa, Caiif., May 4. Santa
in
House
lic meeting in the old State
was
rose carnival
annual
Rosa's
this city at which addresses were
most favo
In
under
ushered
today
by state and city officials and
visitors
In accordance able conditions. Hundreds of
prominent citizens.
in the festivi
to
are
take
here
part
with a law passed several years ago
been conthe anniversary was observed by the ties and the entire city has
bower
and
into
a
verted
huge
fragrant
If you have sore feet, tired feet, public schools with special exercises, of buds and blossoms of every hue
a
half
in
and
holiday
many places
Bweaty feet, lame feet, tender feet,
and color, foliage and ferna of countbun- was observed.
smelly feet, corns callouses or
less kinds, and shrubbery and vines
The floral parade
ions, read what happened to Mrs.
of all varieties.
TIZ DID
AND REFERENDUM
Crockett, of Jeffersonvllle.
INITIATIVE
the great feature of the tournament,
IT. Mr. Crockett says: "After the
Bloomington, Ind., May 4. Much Is to take place Saturday morning
econd treatment she walked down-ta- r interest is manifested in the Initial and it promises to be the most notaon foot at a Hme. She has debates to be held tomorrow even ble pageant of Its kind ever held In
not been able to walk downstair be- ing by the new triangular debating California. An added attraction will
fore In past five years, except by league, composed of Indiana Univer be a program of automobile races ti
one
be held Saturday and .Sunday.
stepping down on each step with
sity, DePauw University and Wabash
foot at a time. Thle It remarkable. College. The question to be debatEVERY MONTH NEAR DEATH
Send five more boxes."
ed is, "Resolved, That the state of
No matter what alls your feet or Indiana should adopt the initiative
Foster, Ark. Mrs. Fannie Elite, of
Foster, says: "T was sick for seven
what under heaven you have used and referendum form of government
TIZ.
use
could not
Just
relief,
without getting
In each Instance the home college years, and half the time
nu nfraroTif. It acts right off. It team will have the affirmative side stand on my feet Every month,
cures sore feet to stay cured. It's of the question, with the visiting was very near death. I tried Cardul
and In two months, I was cured, and
m,o
foot remedy ever made teams debating the negative.
am now stout
and healthy. My
which acta on the principle of draw
exudations
me
now what "cured
all
ask
friends
ing out all the poisonous
CONGRESS
me. My looks are a testimonial to
which cause sore feet. Powders and ILLINOIS MOTHERS'
Charleston, 111., May 4. Charleston Cardul." No matter how serious or
other remedies merely clog up the
the trouble, Cardul will
m
tit. iM.na them out and is entertaining for three days the
Con help you. It Is a mild, vegetable,
keens them clean. Ton wll feel bet annual convention of the Illinois
ter the first time it's used. Use It gress of Mothers. Delegates to the tonic remedy, especially adapted to
a week and you can forget you ever gathering arrived today in large num relieve and cure the common womanIt relieves womanly
had sore feet. There is nothing on bers from points throughout the ly ailments.
An attractive program of pa pains and restores womanly strength.
state.
TIZ
with
It
can
compare
earth that
Is for sale at all druggist. 25c, per pers, addresses and discussions has Try Cardul.
If YOU wish, from been prepared for the sessions, which
Kr,,- Mr an
Cold, but not clammy A boardmg-hous-& Co., Chica- are to be held inthe auditorium of
Dodge
Walter Luther
school.
Normal
Illinois
chowder.
Eastern
the
an
druggists.
go, 111. For sale by
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To the Editor:
Dear Sir: I note on Page 2, of your
issue of last evening, that a person Is
suing the Bloomfield camp of the Mod
em Woodmen of America, for the sum
of $10,000 damages for injuries til
leged to have been received in an ini
tlation ceremony.
On behalf of the local camp and
Modern Woodmen in general, I wish
to correct an Impression that might
The by
be gained by reading this.
laws of this society state positively
what shall and what shall not be
used. There is no such article as
mentioned, used in an initiation cere
mony, when that Is performed in ac
s
and the
cordance with the
state
ritual. Furthermore, the
that any other article used. Is used
at the sole risk of the local camp and
In strict disobedience to Instructions
and
Further than this I can
not state as evidently the case has
not been brought to trial
Also I beg to leave to state that
the Las Vegas camp of the Modern
Woodmen and its kindred order the
HustHnir Knights of Woodcraft are
particularly free from any persons
who would care to deviate from the TERRITORIAL ENGINEER
ceremony of adoption, for the sake of
horse play, at the risk of injury lo
REJECTS JPPLICATION
others.
Sincerely yours,
J. H. HAND REFUSED PERMISSION
CHRIS CLAY.
TO APPROPRIATE WATER
Venerable Consul M. W. of A.
FROM GALLINAS
Venerable Hustler H. K. of W.
by-la-

RIOT RECALLED

Chicago, May 4. The Chicago po
lice department paused in Its ordinary routine of business today to recall
the famous Haymarket riot, which
occurred just twenty-fiv- e
years ago
tonight. On the fateful day a force
of bluecoats marched out of the Des- plaines street . station under order of
Lieutenant Bon field to suppress a
riotous mass of militant anarchists In
the Haymarket square a short dis
tance away. The arrival of the po- lice'at the Bcene of the meeting was
met with a deadly bomb hurled into
their ranks from the group of an
archists. Six police officers were killed by the deadly missile and three
score others suffered severe wounds,
Four of the anarchists died on the
gallows, a fifth committed suicide in
Jail and several others were sent to
prison for their part in the massacre.
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Beautiful and Stylish Millinery
ALSO AN EXTENSIVE SHOWING OF NEW AND
ATTRACTIVE WASH GOODS
We want our women customers who are now in the midst of
their preparations for the new season to know that we are in a better position than ever to aid them. We have an excellent variety of
especially alluring Millinery that illustrates all the latest of Fashion s
new ideas.

If these Ttems do not contain what you want
look over our lare array at the store

NEW WASH GOODS
Our assortments of these dainty and useful fabrics have never
been more complete or contained a wider selection of patterns and
colors. All the hewest ideas in designs and the most fashionable
color schemes are represented. Women of simple tastes or elaborate
wants can all be equally well suited from this fine selection.
Note these special and
and suggestions.

TRIMMED HATS

STREET HATS
$1.25 Hats for
1.75 Hats for
2,75 Hats for..
3.75 Hats for

$1.00
1.35
2.15
3.00

$3.50 Hats

for-5.0-

$2.75
4.00

0

Hats
Hats for.
9.00 Hats for- for-7.0-

0

5.65

7.25

Every Hat in the house greatly reduced
for this week

One lot of Lawns and BaOne lot of Wash Goods including Lawns, Batistes,
tistes, all new desirabie
Voiles and Fancy
Fancy
patterns, worth 12$o, specMarquisettes, worth 25c,
ial
10c
21c
special
One lot of New Wash Goods
A good assortment of Wash
including a variety of faGoods including Tissues,
brics, styles and patterns,
Mulls, Batistes and a var13&c
15c
to 22jc, special,
worth
iety of other fabrics, worth
27c
35c per yard, special
Cotton Foulards, in a variety
Marquisette, in all
of patterns, all new desir- desirable
colors, worth 50c
able colors( very popular,
42c
per yard, special
27-in-

16c

special..

ESTABLISHED
UNEARTH SKELETONS

WITH

1862

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

IN SEWER EXCAVATION

Flanders "20"
FORE-DOO-

HUMAN BONES DUG UP BY WORK-

R

MODEL

MEN IN AN ALBUQUERQUE

STREET

Albuquerque, N. M., May 4. Two
human skeletons, grim reminders of a
long forgotten past, were unearthed
yesterday by workmen engaged in
making sewer connections on East
Grand avenue, and a chapter of the
history of Albuquerque was brought
to light which is remembered by but
few of her citizens of the present day.
The ghastly' find was made by Ed
Snapp and Tony Nieto, two workmen
who were making excavations for the
laying of sewer pipes into a residence
on Grand avenue to connect with the
SUCCESSFUL MEN
main sewer running along that street,
Today successful men look and act and during the greater part of the day
the part. .The erect,
the skulls and various bones of the
ed individual with the flash of
human anatomies lay out on the street
dare in his eye is the man who doesn't for the inspection of passers-by- .
have to look for a position. The man
who during childhood has become
$100 Reward $100
round shouldered, finds that he is in
The readers of this paper will be
a measure handicapped beqause of this pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
deformity.
able to cure In all Its stages,
It will be good news to such men to been
and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
know that there is a shoulder brace Cure Is the only positive cure now
which has a tendency o correct such known to the medical fraternity. Caa constitutional disease,
conditions, and that without inconven- tarrh being
treatment.
requires a constitutional
ience or discomfort.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internalThe Rexall Shoulder Brace, i'or ly, acting directly upon the blood and
which we have' the exclusive agency, mucous surfaces of the system, thereis constructed entirely of cloth does by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
not continually bind across the shoul- strength by building
up the constituders or under the arms and, except tion and assisting nature in doing its
as one needs the admontion to brace work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that
up, the wearer is unconscious of its offer One Hundred Dollars for they
any
presence. We'd like to show you this case that It falls to cure. Send for
shoulder brace and give you a prac- list of testimonials.
tical demonstration of its superiority Address:
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
to any other brace on the market toSold by Druggists, 75c.
'
.
day.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiWe have this In all sizes for either pation.
sex. Can be obtained only at our
store The Rexall Store. Price $1.00.
Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 ,Bast St., Bath Me.,
E. G. Murphey.
sends out this warning to railroaders:
"A conductor- - on the railroad,
my
Inflammation
Foley Kidney Pills take hold of your work caused a chronic was
miserable
3ystem and help you to rid yourself of of the kidneys, and I
your dragging backache, dull head- and all played out. A friend advised
ache, nervousness, Impaired eyesight, Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
and of all the ills resulting from the I commenced taking them, I began to
impaired action of your kidneys and regain my strength. The inflammabladder. . Remember It Is Foley Kid- tion cleared and I am far better than
O. G. Schae-fe- r I have been for twenty years. The
ney Pills that do this.
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
and Red Cross Drug Co.
of the past and I highly recommend
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
The Optlo sella itself.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
square-shoulde-

enticing prices

$800.00
F. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Laa Vegas, New Mexico.

--

do-an-

.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled W ater
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.
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&
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well brought up Englishmen in tnoss
spond to its patriotic and moral oblidays.
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So successful was Essex In these
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exploits that the queen finally decided
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a great world power.
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With this news service, the best that money
can buy, The Optic has done what few dailies
in small cities in the country have ever attempted. It costs big money, but we have
dence in Las Vegas and its future and are
willing to take a chance. We hope that
creased circulation and increased business will
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FIGHTING TUBERCULOSIS
"

Recently an article appeared in one
of (he leading magazines referring to
tuberculosis as a "scotched snaked."
It was Quite true. Owing to the efforts of modern science the "great
white plague" need no longer possess
" v the terrors that once It did, inasmuch
as it has been abundantly
demonstrated that by sane, sensible remedies, making use of nature's own suggestions In the way of correct living
a(nd proper sanitation,
no sufferer
from this disease In Its earlier stages
need despair, for he can be thoroughly and completely cured.
It Is true that cases of tuberculosis
which, through carelessness or ignorance, have been permitted to advance
to such a degree that the patient is
exh&B5d, of all his vitality cannot
he cured, but that Is no argument for
the incuraMHty of tuberculosis, as
the same holds true of any other ail
t
ment,
" VMore
important even than that tu- Irculosis .can be cured is the fact
ai 11 tau i u umtiY every case, even
mong those nredlsnosed to it by
wdlty, bet prevented, and it now re-Mains only for the people of the
world to become educated to the pre
cautions necessary to be taken in
order that the disease may be almost
entirely stamped out.
But this process of education is exceedingly slow of development, as is
every other educational advancement
of like character. It can be said,
however, of' the devoted men and
women who have given of their time
to the suppression of tuberculosis that
they have" made greater strides and
more advancement than ever was
known in the history of the wo'M
for a similar campaign.
Still the horrid disease claims its
victims by the millions annually and
will continue to do so as long as
Ignorance regarding it and the methods of preventing it is prevalent.
Therefore anything which will aid
of education
in the dissemination
and
the methdisease
concerning the
ods of conquering it should be aided,
toand all 6ane legislation looking
ward the mitigation of its terrors and
of the
people
the enlightenment
should be welcomed.
o
"
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$150,000,000 COROSATHy

the expectation that it
150,000,000
vill reap a harvest of
Not even

from visitors dampens London's enthusiasm over the approaching coronation. Since Queen Victoria's Jubilee there has foeen nothing to compare with it in significance "from an
economic standpoint," as one London
It
journal complacently expresses
hopes that the British capital "will
wake up sufficiently to appreciate the
lact and draw from it the tumost advantages." By a little more zeal as

.

it

;

money-maker-

s

before the festivities

are over, Londoners
might easily
'
of
increase that $150,000,000 crop
j gold to one of $200,000,000. With 500,
'i
MO visitors,
that would be only $100
more apiece out of their
pockets.
' Ixmdou
could stand the tax without
a murmur.
a , patriotic
By careful ralonlation
Englishman estimates that sunshine
the one day the King goes in state

MOB AM MAJORITY KULE

.

ABSORBEETS
jollier, anxious to
A girl whom he
honestly admired, but unable to sum
up courage to ask her the question
outright, adopted a method of sounding her as to her idea of matrimony.
"Jenny, my lass," he said, nervously, "Ah'ye insured my life."
"Has ta, ladT' said Jenny, indifferently.
"Aye, and Ah'm a silly tor doing
so."
"How's that?"
"Why, supposln, Ah get killed t'
pit, where dost t think f money
go?"
"Why, to thy feyther, for sure."
"True enuf, an' It isn't fair, it
ougEt to be paid to ma wife."
"To thy wife, why, tha hasn't got
one." '
"That's just it," said Bill; "but
thou's a ice lass, Jenny, and I want
thee to hev that money."
"Why couldn't tha say so at first!"
cried Jenny, Joyfully.
A
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BUSINESS ON ALL
THROUGH LINES NOW COMMANDS RECOGNITION
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Cash houses were good buyers of
oats. July started unchanged to H
and rose
to 32
up at 3232
to 32. Big receipts o( hogs gave an easy
tone to provisions. The first sates
cents cheaper, with
to 7
were 2
July at $14.90. for pork; $8.00 for
for ribs.
lard and ,$7.92
The closing quotations were as fol-

52; 88.
89;
32;

Inter-boroug-
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i5 percent Discount
On all Women's

Skirts
this week at Bacharach's

JUST

LIVE STOCK

May
nmxh,.
i im Market steady to strong. Na
tive steers $5.00 6.00; caws and hei
fers $3.00 5.75; western steers $J.nj
,. 30;
Texas steers
fioim.M,
r..nr.e cows and heifers $3.0O4.aO;
tanners $2.75 i.00; stockers and
feeders $3.503.60; calves $4.00Q)
6.25; bulls, stags, etc., $3.7505.00.
irfarKei
13,600.
Hogs Receipts
mixel
$5.505.70;
steady. Heavy
$3.555.65; light $5.655.7o; p.ijs
5.65; bulk of sales $5.555.70.
$5.00
Market
3,700.
Sheep Recfe.pts
weth- steady. Yearlings $4.40 4.90;
ewes
$3.504 3.
ars $4.104.60;
Icmus $5.25 6.10.
&

WOOL

ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, May 4. Wool Market
Territory and western
unchanged,
mediums 15( l7: fine mediums 13
15; fine 1112.
NEW YORK MONEY
New York, May 4. Call money

per cent; prime, mercantile
per cent; Mexicon
per
lars 45.
2

34

New

YORK METAL
May 4. Standard

NEW
York,

a special leased

'

carrying the full Associated Press
day report. The Optic has met the
competition furnished by the big
dailies. Subscribe now.
A (pessimist 1b a man who refuses to
enjoy his dinner today becasue he has
no prospect of one for tomorrow.,

Sick headache results from a disordered condition of the stomach, and
can be cured by the use of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
it. For sale by all druggists.

It's easier to make a woman talk
than it Is to induce her to think.

20 percent Discount
On all Boy's

Suits this
week at Bacharach's

One of the advantages of dealing with
's
is that practically everything can be
bought here. When you have bought silk stockings here and want some pairs of inexpensive hose
for hard service, it is never necessary to go elsewhere for them. The best values in low priced
hosiery, at say i2$c a pair are here just as well as
the best values at a dollar or more.

After you have bought your boy a fine, new

that is worth having, that will
answer the purpose, will be found
service
and
give
of merchandise

The love of money may be the root
of all evil, but the love of baseball
produces more rooters.

at Bacharach's.

V

Just because all flesh 1b grass, yci
are not justified In calling everybody

Spear Caps

Spear Straw Hats for
Girls and Boys

the average man doesn't
like to hear is the truth about him-

A very completed stock of
new styles and1 shapes. 35c
to 75c each.

hard to get, aren't they? We

a hayseed.

for Boy's

One thing

self.

Of

Shoes and Oxfords
for Hen, Women
and Children

li.it

THE BEST
Oil'

Alarm rings only at time to awaken yon.

A clock that; - will
10
dollars
less
Three
service
cent
for cash. r o
per
give
We also have the Dollar Clock.

ROBERT J. T AUPE RT
Avenue, Las Vegas, New Mexico,
e

."I

1

!

MAKES

KNOWN

2

to

15

years. Sometimes

have them.

A man's wife can always find some
excuse for him if she wants to.

THE RIGHT

STYLES AT THE RIGHT PRICES

-

.

Hose and Half Hose
for Men Women

and Children

EVERY PAIR ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED. A
NEW PAIR GIVEN FOR EACH PAIR
NOT SATISFACTORY

0

515517
Railroad

"THE

STORE OF QUALITY"

LI

Avenue

E.LASVECAS.

cop

Now Is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You will find Chamberlain's Linimr d wonderfully effective.
One application will convince you of
its merit. Try it. For Bale by all
druggists.

suit for dress up, you can also find the best play
blouses here for 49c that that little price will buy
anywhere. It is so all over the store. Every grade

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report, bandied over
Its own special leased wire.

dol-

Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
bothered with kidney trouble for many
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-le- y
Kidney Remedy, and before taking it three days I could feel its beneficial effects. The pain left my back,
my kidney action cleared up? and I
am so much better. I do not hesitate
to recommend Foley Kidney Remedy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

WHY THIS IS SB ALL SERVICE STORE

wire,

i3
pa-

July
per, dull; spot $11.6011.70;
$11.6511.75; lead dull, $4.404.50.
Bar silver 53.

Bach-arach-

By installing

ALARM CLOCK

606 Douglas

52;

Freight and passenger'' traffic" IS
supposed to be the heaviest on all the
transcontinental
systems' between
Kansas City and Chicago, according
to statistical 'dope of previous years,
but this has been upset by the showlows:
'Sept
ing, to date, for a period covering the
Wheat. July
.
last six months.
Corn, July
Sept. 53
Officials claim 'that where they
Sept. 32.
Oats, July
looked for from 61 to 70 per cent of
Pork, July $14.92; Sept. $14.45.
their business between Kansas City
LardV July $8.05; Sept. $8.12.
and Chicago before, It la now necesRibs, July $7.877.90;s Sept $7.80.
sary to recognize the west. The
traffic in all departments has inKANSAS CITY, LIVE STOCK
creased so In the past few months,
Kansas City; Mo', May ' 4. Cattle
between California and Kansas City,
Receipts 3,000. Market steady to
as to compare on an even footing
strong. Native steers '' $5.256.15;
with the immense business done besouthern steers $4.255.75; southern
tween Kansas City and Chicago. Busicows and heifers $3.254.75; native
ness has improved, it is stated, fully
cows and heifers $3.00 6.00; stock-er- s
100 per cent In a year's time.
and feeders
$4.755.75; bulls
' Coincident
with this fact comes
calves $4.006.25; west
$4.005.00
the announcement that the engineerern steers $4.75 5.90; western cows
ing departments of the various sys$3.255.00.
tems throughout the middle west,
Hogs Receipts 12,000. Market 5
notably the Santa Fe, are planning
cents
lower. Bulk of sales $5.?5
to shortly commence their spring re5.90;
heavy
$5.755.85; packers and
pair work. Improvements will be
butchers $5.755.90;
lights $5.85
as many as last year, possibly more,
5.95.
and there will be work all summer
Sheep 'Receipts 7,000. Market 10
for thousands of laborers. There will
15 cents higher. Muttons $3.50
to
be some new construction, but not upCHICAGO GRAIN QUOTATIONS
14,50; lambs $4.906.10; fed wethers
on branches of any Importance. The
Chicago,. May 4. With the weath- and yearlings $3.905.10; fed west
budgets for improvements and rail
man showing continued absence ern ewes $3,504.25.
er
orders are normal at present.
of rain in the northwest, drouth gosCHICAGO LIVE STOCK
sip took a fresh start today and
helped lift the price of wheat. Cable
Chicago, May 4. Cattle receipts,
reports of an improved demand for 6,000; market slow. Beeves, $5.00(i
cargoes at London furnished addition- 6.40; Texas steers, $4.60 5.50; west
CONTRACT FOR BRIDGES al encouragement to the bulls. On ern steers, $4.805.65; stockers and
the other hand, fine crop prospects feeders, $4.005.45; cows and heifboth in Europe and America, were ers, $2.4005.60 calves. $4.256.25.
WORK TO BEGIN ON STRUCTURES
Market 5
reported to the bears. Opening figHogs Receipts 25,000.
WITHIN THE NEXT NINETY
ures were the same as last night to cents lower.
Light,
$5.656.10;
down. July started unchang- mixed, $5.656.02; heavy, $5.50
DAYS
ed to
off at 88
to 88, and 5.90; rough, $5.505.65;
to
good
.
choice heavy, $5.655.90; pigs, $5.50
Within ninety days the work of rose to 88
The close was steady.
5.95; bulk of sales, $5.80'5.95.
building the three new county bridges
afKnowleced that shipments from
Market
will have been begun. Yesterday
15,009.
Sheep Receipts
ternoon the board of county commis- elevators here this week will be large steady. Native, $3.004.60; western,
sioners, meeting in special session, formed the basis of much of the mar- $3.254.60;
yearling,.
$4.405.40;
signed a contract with the Missouri ket strength of corn. July opened lambs, native, $4.256.10; western,
to western, $4.65 6.25.
lower at 5252
Valley Bridge and Iron Works for the a shade to
erection of the bridges. The ninety
days' provision was Incorporated In
the document. The bridges are to be
of steel on heavy concrete abutments. They are to be so oratructed
that they can be equipped with con
crete floors.- The three bridges will
cost in the neighborhood of $12,500.
The bridges will be located as follows: Across the Pecos river at San
Jose: across the Arroyo Pecos on the
Alamos road near the
Las Vegas-Lo- s
old slaughter house and across the
Galllnas river at the Hot Springs.
The bridges will mean a great im
provement for the county and will
be monuments to the foresight and
ability of the present board of county
commissioners.

AN EIGHT DAY

C,

V
ruled

somewhat lower on the stock exchange this morning, but after showing symptoms of acute weakness early in the session, the market rallied
and held faintly steady. Leaders
made use of the Mexican crisis and
tae prospects of congressional Investigations of the corporations and attacked the market sharply at the
opening. Although they succeeded In
causing a temporary break, supporting orders were sent in in sufficient
volume to check the movement. There
was some further realizing which
was partly responsible for the lower
range of prices. The bond market
showed considerable activity and
strength with a large demand for
h
Rock Island collateral fours,
Metropolitan 3V4s, Third Avenue certificates, Wabash debentures
and New York City 4 Vis, which made
another record, selling at 104.
62
Amalgamated Copper
117
American Beet Sugar
108
Atchison
126
Great Northern pfd
New York Central
...106
Northern Pacific
...124
154
Reading
114
Southern Paclfio
Union Pacific
..177
74
United States Steel.
119
United States Steel pfd

Something New and Practical

PROTECTIVE
Greenwood, S.

nulHl

I

NEW YORK STOCKS
New York, May 4. Prices

well-sprin-
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pop the question to

Wickersham's
General
Attorney
class
Princeton
to
the
address
ringing
of 1911 is peculiarly opportune, in view
of the fact that out of Princeton has
come the loquacious statesman who is
being looked upon by many democrats
as their 1912 Moses. The attorney
general therefore in a sense "bearded
woman recently
A
Washington
the lion in his den" when he challengreached the conclusion that the ated the salient features of the
"reform" program of the democrats tachment of a certain policeman for
and their alleged progressive allies. her cook must be investigated, lest
disThe head of the Judicial department It prove disastrous to domestic
laid
cipline.
speof the government rightly
"Do you think he means business,
cial stress upon his opposition to the
t
she asked.
Mary?"
of
mob rule principle of the recall
said
Mary.
mum,"
"I think so,
judges as incorporated in the Arizona
about my
constitution and favored more or "He's begun to complain
Success' Magazine.
mum."i
cookin',
democrats
radical
less frankly by
and insurgents.
After the big Andrew' Jackson day
General Wickersham wisely characa prominent reterized the people of the United States banquet In Baltimore
n
an equally
thus
greeted
publican
as "law ridden" and with equal wisdemocrat.
dom he attributes the clamor for more
"I understand there were some relaws to those who "seek popular favor
at the banquet last night?"
by pointing to easy remedies for ob- publicans
"Oh, yes," said the democrat, genivious Ills." If the remedies cured
Llppln- "one waited on me
ally,
there Would be less ground for comcott's.
plaint, but they do not. The
and
demand for more
"I am glad to see, anyhow, that you
laws results, where it s effective at
with the under dog in this
all, in remedies that are either ineffec- sympathize
barbarous
fight."
tive or worse than the evils they are
"Sympathize with 'im? Gosh, mister
designed to cure.
all the money I've got is up on that
There s a vast difference between
dawg." Chicago Tribune.
mob rule and majority rule. General
Wickersham expresses confidence In
"It is my policy," said the Impulthe ultimate triumph of conservative
sive young candidate, "to send every
progress, which is to be reached law breaker and every law evader
only when representative government to Jail."
expresses "the matured thought cf
"Good heavens!" exclaimed a prom,
the majority of the people." It is inent
citizen; "this fool wants to lock
not the matured thought of the ma
up the entire community." Chicago
jority which is to be feared. Many Ijtecord-Heralfriends of popular government make
the mistake of confounding the temHurry! Five
Ambitious Author
porary whim of the mob for the ma- dollars for my latest story, "The Call
tured thought of the majority.
Ma of the Lure!"
jorities often reverse themselves.
Fast Friend Who from?
express
What they believe at one election they
Ambitious Author The
repudiate at another The same peo company. They lost it. woraaua
ple express at different times dia- Home Companion.
metrically opposed opinions. Both can
not be right and the only hope lies
in the "matured" thought of the majority. That is what representative
r
OWED TO SPHINX
government means. The majority ol f
the people of Arizona did not decide
In favor of the recall of judges after
mature deliberation, nor has any oth- The spring, the spring, the springy
er body of citizens after mature
spring.
The BDrlne of my delight!
thought, so decided.
The, frothy demands of the dema Oh, how I love on thee to spring,
As spring I do each night!
gogues seeking popular favor are re
sponsible for most of the political The spring beneath my Ostermoor,
On this which Bpring I lie.
chimeras for which the people them
Is not the spring I had last sprin- gselves are held accountable.
It beats that spring skyhigh;
o
When
morning breaks I spring again,
NATIONAL, SONG WASTED
SDrlnK on the cold, cold floor,
trousers spring,
A Chicago man has offered a. prize Then quickly in my
the door;
And
through
then
Bpring
for a national song. We really need
of thee I sing
dear
And
so,
spring,
one. Yankee Doodle is too frolicsome.
The spring that's stood: the test;
America Is good, but It is not thrill
is no spring like my bed
There
ing. The Star Spangled Banner has
spring.
a thrill, but it is devoted to an event.
g
of my rest.
The
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean"
has a pretty refrain, but there is too
much
in
It.
"The D- - You Have the Right Kind of Help?
Red, White and Blue" is a good song,
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
but it doesn't soar. There are many right kind of help to neutralize and
backgood war songs, but a national song remove the poisons that cause
nervousness, and
should not be devoted to carnage, to ache, headache,
and bladder ailments." O. G.
blood, and to war.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
A national song should express a
national Ideal, a broad vision of husoreness of the muscles whethman rights and hopes, expressed not er For
induced by violent exercise or
in exciting and violent strains, but
Chamberlain's Liniment Is exin those milder measures that best cellent. This liniment is also highly
befit sincerity, courage and patriotic esteemed for the relief It affords In
cases of rheumatism. Sold by all
aspiration. We have not such a song.
The lack of it is felt. The soul of
the people has not yet' gone out In
lofty melody. Some day we will get
such a song that will be an inspiration to the citizenship ;" but we fear
we will have to get away from these
materalistic and political days before
the muse awakens to the high duty
before it.

nual convention of the South Caro
lina division of the Travelers' Pro
tective association met here today for
a two days' session. .State President
E. M. Wells occupied the' chair and
responded to the welcoming address
es delivered by Mayor Baker. and
others." The regular business of the
ln
Westminster Abbey will be worth convention was taken up this after
i
'.00o a minute. Everything else can noon,

p
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be arranged for in advance down to
the laat detail clothes to wear, food
ESTABLISHED 1879
to eat and seats to see from, whatever money can buy and human fore- I
- PUBLISHED BY
sight auggest but for all lta import
ance, nothing can be done to guaranTHg OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
tee fine weather. It would be' easier
' llHOOHPOWATKU)
.
j
to put off the coronation Itself for a
JJM. PADGETT
EDITOR day or two if traitorous
elements
Londoners'
the
conspired against
pocketbooks.
Of recent years Britain has shiverat the thought of a foreign invaed
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
sion and in Imagination viewed with
DAILY BY CARRIER
panic the coming of an alien horde
Copy
05 to
levy tribute on London. The forn Week
15
are already landing, the Inna Month
eigners
65
n Year
Is
under way, but what Intervasion
$7.60
ests London is the amount of tribute
(DAILY BY MAIL
will leave, not levy.
One Vear
j6 00 they
o
Months
3.0D
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The

Prescripllonisi

tll

been here on a. brief
trip, left today
for Dawsom.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any

--

vim

xayjor and wife of

are visiting
the, family.
lay lor and family.

Cuervo

0f

Talk Too

rrr
Ilfeld, who represented the territory
at the hearing of the negroes, said
ARREST) NEGROES today
THE OWNERSHIP
he would make a rigid investi-

'PERSONALS
RslrV

-

4,-19- 11'

FOR BURGLARY;
CONFESS

Jesse

EXTREMELY
CLEVER DETECTIVE
.C. A. Anderson of Watrous was
a
WORK BY CHIEF OF POLICE
visitor In Laa Vegas
today. He will
return home this
BEN COLES
evening.
W. M. Rapp, the Trinidad
architect,
who had been here

gation of Rudulph's participation in
the affair. It is a serious crime te
receive stolen goods. Rudulph has
not been arrested, but he may be
given a hearing to determine whether
or not he will be bound over to the
grand jury. A feature of the caBe that
looks bad for Rudulph is the fact
that yesterday when asked ;by Chief
Coles if he bad purchased any clothing or jewelry he is said, by the chief
to have replied in the negative.
Chief Coles is to be congratulated
upon his clever work In running
down and capturing the negro criminals, who are believed to have been
perpetrating similar thieving stunts
all over the country.
:

t Talk

,2.!jfl

OF HORSES IN

1.65

HAMiTlOCK

pITION

HI

DISPUTE
H. STEARNS AND
LUMBER
COMPANY
BOTH CLAIM
MORTGAGED ANIMALS

HEIR

Two negroes, Joseph
Kelly and
J. H. Stearns yesterday afternoon
Charles Crawford, formerly attaches
filed an actldn to replevin several
Made of wide striped blue convas
of- - the carnival,
head of horses In the possession of
this morning conthe Las Vegas Lumber company.
fessed to Chief of Police Ben Coles
prescription.
Stearns represented the animals were
that they were the men who burglar
his property by reason of a bill of
ized the clothing store of M. Green- sale
given him by Harry Catton. a
corner
of Lincoln and Grand
berger,
mesa farmer. Mr. Stearns
secured
WINTERS DRUG CO.
avenues, early yesterday morning. BALLOONIST MADE
the horses and the case will be heard
The confession came after Coles had
With easel back, the best kind on the market (like cut)
during the coming session of the dis
recovered the clothing and jewelry
Phoue Main 3
trict court.
stolen from the store, upon which Mr.
DARING ASCENT The Las Vegas Lumber
company
Greenberger fixed a value of $258.
will fight the replevin action as it as
At noon Kelly and Crawford were
serts the animals belong to It by rea
arraigned before Justice of the Peace TODAY'S
BIG son of a
FLIGHT
DREW
first mortgage given by Cat-to- n
D. R. Murray and
pleaded guilty to
some time before he made out
the crime. They were bound over to CROWD THAT ENJOYED FREE
We
ATTRACTION
the bill of sale to Stearns. Catton,
the grand jury and theif bond fixed
Received Lot of
It is asserted, made the bill of sale at
at $1,000 each. They were unable to
Eddie
the
furnish bail and were" removed to the
Bartell,
expert balloonist the request of Stearns to cover an
with
carnival
the
made a indebtedness.
Jail.
Yesterday
company,
morning
county
Kelly and Crawford are believed to beautiful ascension this morning at Catton brought the horses to Las Vehave been the men who robbed a 8:30 o'clock, which was witnessed by gas and placed them In the Gaylor-Klefe- r
corral, Intending to turn them
sample room in Albuquerque about ten a large crowd. Soaring to a height of
AT- days ago and stole a quantity of nearly 1,000 feet, Bartell cut loose over to the lumber company to satis
with
his
in
and
the
first
fy
parachute
He
alighted
mortgage.
returned
and
clothing
jewelry. Thomas M
Millan, chief of police of Albuquerque Lincoln park, not half a square from a short time later and found the
has been notified. In a telephone where he began his flight. Bartell is. horses had been placed In the Stearns
In Bulk
conversation with Chief Coles this an adept in guiding the course ot corraL Then Catton and his attorhis
He tipped the appa- neys took the horses from the Stearns
and
morning Chief McMillin identified two ratusparachute. an
at
such
angle, however, that corral and placed them in that of the
suits
which
of
the negroes
clothes,
Package
delumber company. Then Mr. Stearns
bad sold here and some jewelry, many people who watched his
In the Wake of the Measles
scent feared he would turn it over began his action in
There
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
which was found in their possession.
replevin.
in the air. The balloon alighted in a was some talk
of criminal action by Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
From'Barteldes Seed
The arrest of Kelly and Crawford
barbed wire fence and was so barUy parties concerned in the
The result was a severe cough which
is the result of some clever detective
case, but, It
Co. It will pay you
torn that it cannot be repaired In time is
grew worse and he could not sleep.
this
has
been
believed,
on
work
the part of Chief Coles. Yes- to
dropped.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
to see our line before
permit of a flight tomorrow.,
Honey and Tar Compound completely
terday morning when the burglary of Bartell will make an ascension Satur
elsewhere.
cured him and he has never been
CARD OF THANKS
the Greenberger store was discover
day morning.
We take this method of expressing bothered since." Croup,
whooping
ed Coles went to work on the case.
attended the to those
cough, measles, cough all yield to FolAnother big crowd
and
our
friends
neighbors
ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The
Having been Informed of the Albu carnival last night and enjoyed Itself
sincere thanks for their words of genuine Is in the yellow package alquerque robbery and knowing that to the limit. Every show was visited
WOMAN VICTIM OF
Refuse substitutes.
O. G.
Grocer and Butcher.
Crawford had been in Albuquerque by large crowds and the Ferris wheel consolation and sympathy extended ways.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
us
our
recent
in
bereavement
during
with the carnival, Coles suspected he and
were loaded to the death of our
darling eon; also for
knew something of the Greenberger the guards. A new attraction has been
Read The Optic It carries the full
ASSAULT IN SALOON burglary. Accordingly he went to the added to those on the grounds. It is the beautiful flowers sent to the fun- Associated
Press report, handled over
eral.
cranival grounds and arrested the ne a Wild West show headed by Butch
Its own special leased' wire.
MR. AND MRS. H. E. WHITE.
gro. Crawford refused to tell any- Jones and other local cowboys and
-:- :- DISCABINET
BAR SCENE OF
riders. The Wild West showed to a
thing.
Best draught beer In the city, at
A woman Is always willing to
OCCURRENCE
GRACEFUL
Coles then went to the negro show big crowd last night and pleased its the Lobby, of course.
unless she Is wrong.
on the carnival grounds and demand audience.
LAST NIGHT
dive
the
for
high
The
ed of one of the actors that he proapparatus
has been erected In the rear ot the
i At ten. hearing all the testimony In duce the jewelry given him by the
It will be
show.
minstrel
the case, Justice ot the Peace Mur- negro Kelly, whom he bad begun 10 negro in use
for the first
tonight
in
a
placed
silk
The
tied
suspect.
jewelry,
cus
x
ray this afternon dismissed from
was produced Imme- time. The attraction is free and 's
tody A. F. Reed, a railroad man, who handkerchief,
said to be a thriller.
was charged with assault with a dead diately. Then Coles arrested Kelly.
and
The chief examined the jewelry
ly weapon upon Mrs. Anderson Tay
found it tallied with the description
lor, a white woman, whose husband is
LOCAL COURT WILL
of
that stolen in Albuquerque.
a negro.
Officer
Jess
this
morning
Early
The assault was alleged to have
HEAR NOTED CASE
occurred last night in the Cabinet Hunsaker found the clothing stolen
of mastore. It was
saloon on Railroad avenue. Mrs. Tay- from the Greenberger
Into two wool sacks and was
lor asserted she had entered the sa- packed
tosti-mate- s
the Agua Pura company's cor CHANGE OF VENUE GRANTED IN
in
lying
loon to remove her niece, whose
Some
ral
the Gallinas river.
near
BLANKENSHIP-HITTSOname is Mable Span, from the place.
stuffed In the ends
were
old
quUts
LITIGATION
She said she found her niece, Reed,
to create the impression
a native boy and some other men in of the sacks
such articles. Mr.
'
a wine room. Mrs. Taylor said Reed they contained only
Change of venue from Quay county
was
and imme
notified
Greenberger
A.
A.
of
case
called her vile names and she "cussed
in
the
been
has
granted
Identified the clothing, which
him back." Then, according to h9r diately
Blankenship against W. J. Hittson
coats
of
consisted
trousers,
suits,
H. C. Hittson, and that
store, the man struck her. She thinks
Phone Main 357.
He and Mrs.
(lITARYgELf
and vests and a few neckties.
he used ."brass knocks" as her face
of litigation will be tried
famous
piece
M305
also identified the jewelry, which wa3
in
court
of
N320
term
was cut deeply.
during the coming
with
found
the
clothing.
county. Blankenship
Judge Murray' dismissed the case
San .Miguel
Coles put Kelly In the sweat box
as he did not deem the evidence suf
HIS will be a week of special demonstration with Nemo Corsets at our store. It you
the Hittsons with demanding
charfges
PILLS ficient to convict Reed. Assistant t and the burly negro confessed.robb.-j-He of him an usurious rate of interest on
CHICHESTER BHAN1.
A
stated that he and Crawford
have not yet tried these popular and satisfying corsets, visit our Corset Department
foe
be borrowed from them nearly
Attorney Ilfeld prosecuted the
Ladlmt Aslt your Iru1t
H
between the hours of 1 and money
store
the
leInvesti
metallic"
me
make
asKs
further
l
He
nd
will
ior
case. He,
I'll in Hi d
three years ago.
this week and have their many advantages explained to you. There is a model especially
2 o'clock yesterday
boxes, sealed with Rlua Ribbon.
morning. After
11... r
covery ot 12,514, the usurious intergation of the matter as it is unlawful
iirmie-iistated
l'rnfffflHt. Asktorviii
Kelly
ikiiMnvn iiniKtt Pii i a nf UK to allow women to gather where li-- securing the clothing,
est alleged to have been collected,
adapted to every figureLet us find one for you. $2.00 to $5.00.
lib
they took their booty to the second and is Buing also for judgment for
one
Charles
sold.
is
nuor
Palmer,
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
on
of the place, as hand store of Eugenio Rudulph
oT the proprietors
as penalty for its collection.
left It, $5,029,
where
National
avenue,
they
women
to
0
ordered
to law the penalty for colthe
serts that he
According
The negro said they received no
leave as soon as he knew they were
lection of usurious Interest is, double
Self-Reduci- ng
money for the clothes. He said thoy the amount collected, to be paid to
in the saloon.
No.
Nemo
305
and
returned
the
following
morning
No. 405
.
the person from whom the interest
$4.00
During the trial the Span woman
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
told them to return in the
Celt" j
was caiiea as a witness, one was Rudulph
was exacted.
"Military
An
instant
success, because it does,
Coles
of
Police
had
Chief
ktiinates Furnished oa All Kinds of
evening.
more for a stout woman than any other
Blankenship alleges that on August
unruly and used vile language In the
For the tall woman,
learned from Chief McMillin
corset ever made.
lBuilding job Woife a Specialty.
court room. Judge Murray had her already
or one of slender fig4, 1908, ha gave to the Hittsons his
The long skirt
of clothing had been
suits
four
that
exlone Main 336.
of
wants
Optic
Opposite
.
removed to iail for contempt
ure, who
comes well to tho
promissory note for $7,581 with inter
to
went
In Albuquerque.
He
stolen
treme style with per-- f
est at twelve per cent per year. He
court She will be allowed to remain
front, and reduces
the Rudulph store and found them
ecthygienic comfort.
back, hips and upam
i Ij
'v
there until she can learn to use declaims that on November 4 of the fol- it i ii
a
The negro then admitted selling the lowlnc
per limbs to the
lines
give
LOGICAL
Long
:n
the
he
cent language and behave herself
interest
year
paid
last degree. But
chus and lissome ei- to Rudulph before he pulled
clothing
in court, '"Ki;
the pressure- refull. It is asserted that at the time
of
women
to
even
feet
off the Greenberger burglary. Upon
laxes when you sit
the note was given It was agreed
while
medium
build;
down and you are
their arraignment both men substan that Blankenship should pay the usu
slender women be
as comfortable as
tiated this story. Crawford said he
come
almost
sylphcent Accord
if you had no corand received rious rate of forty per
on
outside
remained
the
like.
set on.
TODAY'S BASEBALL SCORES
but $5,060.50 was advanced, the
the stolen goods while Kelly ransack ingly
But such comfort!
For Tall Figure
It is alleged, holding out
Hittsons,
ed the store.
Sizes 20 to 36
corset inAnd
this
$2,514.50 as interest.
to
walk
on
one
duces
by
being
questioned
Rudulph,
National
League
f
The case Is an Interesting one and
the OHwrnftcf mhowwu. suppwt
erectly and breathe
Chief Coles, said he had purchased
New York tit Boston 2.
been on the docket of Quay
has
deeply.
to
have
believed
Made with the
are
0.
which
the
suits
Thoe bands of
6;
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
for some time. It Is said to
Of fine white batiste mK
new Nemo Relief
Lutiltopt Webbing outwear
been stolen in Albuquerque. He said county
Pittsburg II; St. Louis 1.
be ready for trial and will be heard
NO05
or coutil;
theconetaod produce extreme
Band, which firm- r
the negroes came to bis place early
Back
19
with
sizes
to80
term
court.
of
perfect
at
the
a
coming
awakened by jury
yesterday morning and
ease, standing or aeatea.
American League
him He and his family occupy the
MBSiw...aw(HMBw
Philadelphia 6; Washington
rear part of the store, which ac
By anralllng ajfpfoiay eased wire
Boston 2; New York 0.
counts for his presence there at that carryings the full Associated Press
time of the night. Rudulph says the day report, The Optic has met the
Is there anything in all this world tiffarroes left the goods and he re competition furnished by the big
to you turned to bed. Yesterday Rudulph
that is of more importance must
dallies. Subscribe now.
be
Food
digestion?
than
good
of
women
do so many
iae eaten to sustain life and must be di- became frightened, after learning
blood. When the Greenberger burglary, and dee'd
Wlatlon?
gested and converted into whole body
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medihe Oh, some of us never would the
the
fails
ed to get rid of the goods, which he cine.
digestion
are
They are, hea'lng. strengthen
Tablets
our
Accord
views.
Chamberlain's
to
air
any other chance
believed had been stolen.
suffers.
Indi- then
ing, antiseptic and tonic. They act
a rational and reliable cure for
statements,
Rudulph
own
and Red
his
to
nuickly. O. G. Schaefer
flow or ing
gestion. . They , increase the
the
Co.
placed
son
Cross
last
Drug
the
and
his
night
bile, purify the blood, strengthen
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
diIn sacks and threw these
stomach, and tone up thena whole d .inthiner
JWlse Is the popular man ..jkJjqJ turn, mftatm wmm" iW8v r
a
to
Pura comnaBy'rcwal,
the
apparatus
into
Agua
gestive
C, doesn't overwork it.
A first flass -r- seamstress. healthy action. For sale by all
Louis
jKTED
District
Attorney
Assistant
QUire Mrs. Ward, 902 Third St.
looking after
business, left today for his home.
Charles Greenclay and Isaac Bacn-arac- h
today returned
from Mora
where they went yesterday on a business trip in the Suller auto. '
James Doran and P. E. Kaler of La
Junta and George Austin and E. R.
Bartlett of Topeka. Kan., are here on
Santa Fe business. They are connected with the operating department.
Mrs. George ,
returned
Kilqatrick
this
afternoon from Malvern, la.,
where she had been visiting relatives
and friends for some time. The
reside on a farm on the
mesa.
James C. Irvin of Chicago is hera
to Join his son, John Irvln, who has
been In Las Vegas for eome time on
a vacation trip. Mr. Irwin is a prominent wholesale meat dealer of thg
Windy City.
D. R. Cole, cashier at the Casta-nedis taking his vacation. He is
being relieved by Alex. Kennedy of
the Alvarado hotel In Albuquerque.'
Mr. Cole will be gone about a month,
during which time he will visit relatives in the East.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. MoGrath of
Clovis are visiting In the city, guests
of Fred Brefeld and family. Mr.
is a prominent railroad man ot
the cut-of- f
metropolis and a member
of the railroad men's legislative committee.
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In the District Court for the County of San Miguel, Territory of New
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS

THE

HANDLED

Plaintiff,

Sarah Bernhardt will appear in
vs.
Paris in "Everywoman."
claimants of InUnknown
Thomas Dixon Is to write' a play
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
In the premises
terests
with Lincoln for the hero.
adverse to the plaintiff,
Burr Mcintosh will leave the stage
.
No.7207 CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A RED MEN Meet in
Defendants,
Fraternal Broth
again and open a studio In Los Ange
i
above
the
in
defendants
the
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
You,
les.
A. M. Regular comThursday of each month, eighth
Victor Moore Is next season to ap entitled cause, are hereby notified
munication first and
has been commenced
thirtieth
a
suit
breath. Visiting
run,
that
"The
a
circus
called
In
in
Lure
thlrd
each
pear
play
Thursday
brothers always welcome to the
against you in the District Court for
of the Lota."
monto. visiting orouu
MexW. O. Wood,
wigwam.
sachem;
era cordially invited.
Elsie Ferguson will appear next sea the County of San Miguel, New
David Flint, chief of records and
named
above
plaintiff;
the
son in "Doily Madison, wnicn has ico, by
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
,
collector of wampum.
that the object of said action Is to Sporleder, Secretary.
x
t
been rewritten.
Next fall Frank Mclntyre will ap quiet title to the land and real estate
said LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and'
pear in New Tork in a new play by described In the complaint of the
fourth Tuesday evening of each
t:
cer
That
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reaction as follows,
George Bronson Howard.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Tues-daland
y
situate
tract
of
and
git'
second
an
tain
conclave
Rose Coghlan is to appear in
piece
'yular
Brothers
are cordially Invited. G.
in each month at Maadaption from one of her old Wallace in the county of San Miguel within
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
boundMain
2.
D.
Pecos
m.
C.
7:30
sonlo
at
grant,
Optic's Number,'
successors entitled "A Wise Widow." the limits of the
p.
Temple
Condon, Secretary
After the close of his special en ed on the north by a due east and Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- gagement with Mrs. FIske, Henry E. west line running through a certain corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues-- !
TISEMENTS
Dixey intends once more to return rock or stone in the Pecos river, an!
day evenings each month, at Fra
VEGAS
LAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
Five cents per line each Insertion. to vaudeville.
through a big pine tree, which ma. its
ternal Brotherhood halL Visiting
MASONS
ROYAL
ARCH
Regular
Estimate six ordinary words to a
It is reported that Richard Bennett the limit between the land herein
Brothers
cordially Invited to attend.
convocation first Monday
line. No ad to occupy less space than Is to be among the stars next sea described and that formerly of Jose
B. F. McGuire, President; E. C.
Main each month at
two lines. All advertisements charg- son under the maangemeni or tne Maria Valencia; on the east by the
Ward, Secretary.
sonic. Temple, at 7:30 p.
ed will be booked at space actually Liebler company.
east boundary of the Pecos grant; on
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
set, without regard to number of
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Klaw and Erlanger intend to pro the south by" an east and west line
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
words. Cash' in advance' preferred. duce "The Pink Lady" with an one mile and a half south of the
NO. 804
Meets second and fourth
American company in London some north boundary above mentioned, ex- secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
time next autumn.
building. Visiting members are cor-tending from the east boundary of RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
"
It is announced that Mascagnl is the Pecos grant to the Mesa or Ceja
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
8. Meets second and fourth Thurs"Ysobel." of
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
WANTED A good man with team, at last to produce his opera
Pecos, thence following northerly
Mrs.
Masonic
in
Temple.
days
be made in
will
The
to
the
or
production
Mesa
said
Ceja
to rent farm. Land already for
along the
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron: I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS
Buenos Ayers, Argentina.
LODGE NO.
west boundary of the Pecos grant
seed. Apply 1055 Sixth street.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
Frances Starr is to drop "The Eas north to the intersection of the north
Mrs. Minerva A.. Howell, Secretary.
their hall on Sixth street All visit.
in a new play
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street. boundary above described; and that
WANTED First class cook, good iest Way" and appear
Ing brethren cordially invited to at
next season under the management unless
you enter or cause to be en
wages. Apply 813 Fourth street.
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A.
and direction of David Belasco.
ac
said
In
the
NO
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
tered your appearance
T. Rogers, V. G.; T, M. Elwood,
Mrs. Alphie James, the widow of tion on or before the 3rd
day of June,
InWANTED
A competent cook.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
Louis Jamea, the actor, is to star in A. D. 1911,
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
Judgment will be rendered
eve
quire Mrs. S. B. Davis, jr., 506 Col- a
BurMonday
every
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Frances
Mrs.
Hodgson
play by
In said cause against you by default
umbia.
in Castle hall
ning
nett, called "Judy O'Hara."
Plaintiff's attorneys are Thomas B.
Israel Zangwlll has placed his new
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODSanta Fe, New Mexico, and
Catron,
WANTED
Situation by experienced
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
play, "The Gods of War," with Sir Charles W. G. Ward, Las Vegas, New
invited.
cordially
male teacher, in public or private Beerbohm
Meets the second and fourth Fri
Tree, who will use it in Mexico.
Chas. E. Liebsch-nle- r,
school for the summer or portion of the fall at His
Majesty's Theatre in
Chancellor days of each month in the W. O.
JOHN JOERNS, Clerk.
it. Address M., Optic.
London.
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Commander. Harry
Christopher
Another new rural drama is in the
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
Martin, ' Keeper of
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
market, which bears the title "Ike
Records and Seal.
Glidden in Maine." This play will
assistant deputy. Visiting NeighNOTICE OF PUBLICATION
FOR SALE 5 room modern house, have Raymond Dodd and Nellie Gill
bors are cordially Invited.
In the District Court, County of San BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
two lots on hill, also a dozen barred as its chief actors.
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
Miguel.
A. G. Delamater has purchased the
DENTISTS.
and third Wednesdays of each
Fred Llndemann
Plymouth Rock hens. Inquire 1018
dramatic rights of "Cy Witaker's
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Fourth Street.
No. 7271
vs
F. R. LORD
place," a novel of Cape Cod folks by
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
Mabel A. Llndemann.
C. Lincoln, author of "Cap'n
memJoseph
A
Mabel
EGGS, EGGS Thoroughbred
Secretary. Visiting
You, the said defendant,
single
DENTIST
bers cordially invited.
comb Rhode Island Reds from the Eri," "Mr. Pratt." etc.
Llndemann are hereby notified that a
Office
Pioneer
Building
Robert Hilliard, who is closing his suit in Divorce has been commenced
best laying strain In America. $2
Rooms 3 and 4
There
season
in
"A
Fool
fourth
Was,"
NO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD,
15.
In
for
Court
District
the
rate
for
per
against you
Inquire
special
Office
Phone Main 67
102 MeetB every Monday night at
will prohably go to the Pacific coast the
County of San Miguel, Territory
mating. E. S. Lewis, Phone Main
Residence
Main 413
Phone
not
been
has
as
next season,
he
their hall in the Schmidt building,
1.
323.
of New Mexico, by said Fred Llnde
west of Fountain Square, at eight
west with this play.
mann, on the grounds of desertion
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
o'clock. Visiting- - members are corTrone Power, who Is meeting with and abandonment, that unless you
UNDER WOOD Typewriter
la good marked success as the monk in Paul
DENTI8T
Fred
welcome.
presiPhillips,
dially
to
cause
or
entered
be
enter
condition for sale at Judge Long's
your ap
C.
has declined an
Carrie
Wllstach's
Schrock,
"Thais,"
Secretary;
dent;
law office.
Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
pearance in said suit on or before the
offer to appear In a drama of which 26th
Bally, Treasurer.
of June, A. D. 1911, decree
day
at office and residence.
the principal character is Judas,
FOR SALE Some gentle driving and
Pro Confesso therein will be rendered
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Charles Frohman denies the report
saddle horses, weigh from 800 to
you.
I. O. of B. B.
ATTORNEYS
Meets every first Tues
that he is to leave the London the against
1050 lbs.- Lester Sands, 620 DouGeo. H. Hunker, Las Vegas,
New
not
has
of the month in the vestry
atrical field. He says he
day
Mexico, attorney for Plaintiff.
glas Avenue.
Chester A. Hunker
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Geo. H- - Hunker
leased his London theaters to any
JOHN JOERNS. Clerk.
made
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
other managers but has merely
HUNKER & HUNKER
SALE Thoroughbred R. C.
FOR
Isaac Appel,
arrangements to
cordially invited;
white Wyandotte eggs, fl for 15. In- temporary
Attorneys at Law
actor-manate with various English
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
812
Vequire
Douglas Ave., Phone
Las Vegas
New Mexico
retary.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
OF
gers in the production of plays. He
gas 15.
will produce "Peter Pan" again next
PARTNERSHIP
Christmas in the English metropolis,
Notice is hereby given, that the
Estray Advertisement
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all deEstray Advertisement
partnership lately subsisting between
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom i
scriptions. Notary Beals and recHugh Calloway and Horace H. Lowe, nay concern that the following
may concern that the following de
SIGNS OF OLD AGE
ords at The Optlo ofce.
estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
under the firm of Calloway and Lowe,
women
oth
Nowadays we see many
C. Manuel A. Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
C Manuel A, Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
was on the 27th day of April, 1911
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock erwise attractive but who, because of
One small bay horse about
One small gray mare about
dissolved
the
said
by
much older
Hugh Calloway 4
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money stooping shoulders, appear
6 or 7 years old.
years old.
Be!
same
withdrawn
from
and
having
are.
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- than they really
Branded
Branded
EC
This condition is usually caused by ing his interest to Sylvester Swadley
On right hip
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.
Win .On right shoulder
will
new
The
firm
bus!
conduot
the
carelessly assumed attitudes during
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to th!.3
the period of maturity which, allowed net's under the style of Lowp & Swau Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
All
to
said
debts
partner before May 20, 1911, said date being 10 before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
owing
to go uncorrected, has resulted in a ley.
to be received by the said
bodily deformity. It Is possible to ship are
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad
FOR RENT 2 light housekeeping correct these conditions and for every Arm of Lowe & Swadley and all de- vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
rooms with bath. 717 Fifth street. woman to have that erect, graceful mands and bills against said firm are by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
to be paid and settled by the firm of owner when found.
carriage, which bespeaks perfectly
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Lowe
& Swadley.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
developed womanhood.
Dated Las Vegas, New Mexico thh First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11. First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
The Rexall Shoulder Brace corrects
GOVERNMENT
FARMS FREE Offi- any tendency to round or stooping 27th day of April, 1911.
HUGH CALLOWAY,
cial 1911, "The Homeseeker," de- shoulders does so without inconvenEstray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
H. H. LOWE,
and
is
and
acre
in every county ience or discomfort,
scribes every
light
concern that the following demay
is hereby given to whom ll
Notice
SWADLEY.
S.
marin the United
States; contains cool. Unlike other braces on the
scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following deunbind
Ixiu-lscribed estray animal was taken up bv
township and section plats, rain- ket, it does not continually
Abeyta Ialeta, N. M,
Onev gray horse 7 years M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
fall maps, land laws, how and where der the arms or across the shoulders, Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
One small sorrel horse.
to get land without living on it, all does not give the wearer that "har
old, wetght 750 lbs., 57 Inches high.
bothered with kidney trouble for many
most
Branded
Indian
Branded
about Irrigated farms and
nessed" sensation produced, by
to
Fol
was
"I
try
years.
persuaded
. On
U
On left hip
right shoulder
reservation openings. Price 25 cents shoulder braces, nor can it mterrere ley Kidney Remedy, and before tak
Ing it three days I could feel its bene
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to thU
postpaid. The Homeseeker, Saint with the circulation.
The pain left my back Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
w&s
Paul. Minnesota.
This brace is recommended by med- ficial effects.action
cleared up, and
my kidney
and is especially am so much better. I do not hesitate befqre May 20, 1911, said date being 10 before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
ical authorities
after last appearence of this ail days after last appearance of this adadapted for children. We have the to recommend Foley Kidney Rem days
LOCAL TIME CARD
vertisement, said estray will be Hold vertisement, raid estray will be sold
exclusive agency for this brace, and edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross by this Board for the benefit of the by thla Board for the benefit of th.
Co.
owner when found.
owner when found.
are able to fit either sex and any ase Drug
WEST BOUND
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
to
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
,
the
four
of
child
years
from the
Advertisement
NEstray
M.
Albuquorqite, N. M
Arrive
adult weighing 300 pounds. Can lie
Notice In hereby Riven to whom It First pub. April 28,Albuqilfrt'iiuo,
last pub. May 9, '11. First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
1:50 P. M. obtained only at our store The Rex-a'- l may concern that the following de
No. 1
taken up by
6:15 A. M.
No. 3
Store. Price $1.00. E. G. Murphey. scribed estray animal was
Estray Advertisement
F. E. Ormsby, Willard, N. M.
5:15 P. M.
vo. 7
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
10
or
about
One
horse
M'
bay
6;35 p
No. 9
concern that the following deNotice
la hereby given to whom it
may
In the Wake of the Measles
750
lbs scribed estray animal was taken up
about
Depart
by may concern that the following deThe little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer, It years old, weighs
in
star
pwith
feet
M
lbs.
White
800
N.
or
M.
Marcelino Sanchez, Los Padillas,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
210
No. 1
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
One bay horse about 14 C. Manuel A. Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
6:20 A. M. The result was a severe cough which forehead.
No. 8
One sorrel horse, about 8
Branded
5:40 P. M. grew worse and he could not sleep.
years old, 4 feet high, one white foot
No. 1
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
M.
old.
shoulder
P.
7:00
On
years
botih
ears
9
right
split.
No.
Honey and Tar Compound completely
..Branded
Branded
EAST BOUND
cured him and he has never been
rvrfi Branded
On right hip
JB
bothered since." Croup, whooping On left hip
On left shoulder
Arrive
Mineh. measles, cough all yield to FolSaid
M
animal
v
Said animal being unknown to this
:10 P
being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
The
No 2
fiv'a Honev and Tar Compound.
No! 4
11:10 P. M. genuine is in the yellow package al- Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
O. G. before May 20, 1911, said date being 10 before May 20, 1911, said date being 19 before May 20, 1911, said dale being 10
1:15
ways. Refuse substitutes.
No. 8
Red Cross Drug Co.
and
Schaefer
M.
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad1:45
P.
No. 10
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
Depart
this Board for the benefit of th by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
by
of
J. M. Howell, a popular druggist
:1B p-- M- owner when found.
owner when found.
owner
when found.
No. 2
Chamuse
"We
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
M. Greensburg, Ky., says,
SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE
BOARD.
SANITARY
11:20
P.
CATTLE
own
4
our
In
No.
berlain's Cough Remedy
Ml household
Albuquerque. N. M.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Albuq'ierque. N. M.
No! 8
1:25
and know It Is excellent"
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11 First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11. First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
1:10 P.M. For sale by all druggists.
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There is a great difference
between "printing" and "cor
rect printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.
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We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
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Continuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
IS identifies
it
with your business.

Continuous-nev- er

turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking.
I If you advertise occasionally,
somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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TRANSATLANTIC AIR TRAVEL NEAR

err

o

San MiguelNatitinai Bank

In 1912 the polar expedition will esAirships already have been de
tablish
docks and shopB that will cost
and
signed to carry
passengers
so substantially, in Germany that $250,000 at Spitzbergen, the point
'
d
there is a
which Walter Wellman and &
movement from
in that country for the estab- Majof Andre tried to reach the North
lishment of regular transatlantic air Pole. It will use two ships, which
ship passenger service between Eu are now under construction' at the
The Zeppelin plant. The bigger ship will
rope and the United States.
facts are presented in the May Hamp be 600 feet over all nearly the
ton's Magazine by T. R. MacMechen length of an ocean liner. The other
and Carl Dienstbach, recognized au will be 550 feet over all.
thorties on aerial travel matters, who
The larger ship will be used for
boldly declare that within three years an attempt to reach the North Pole,
airships will be making reg- and the smaller ship will follow be
A German
ular trips accross the Atlantic.
hind the polar ship at a distance that
Airships already have been de- will enable the two to keep in con
veloped to the point where passen stant wireless communication, so that
ger carrying in Germany is not only It may go to the relief of the polar
practicable but profitable; so Count ship should it receive a message of
Zeppelin and his associates have pro- distress.
TO
ceeded with, preparations for transBefore the two airships start to
atlantic service,' say these writers. Spltzebergen they will be used as
It has been demonstrated that the passenger excursion ships at Ham
A
AFFRAY ON At AlWr
SYSTEM
IN MA. IAD Zeppelin style of ahlps is capable of burg. This city is building a dock for
FOR HONORS IN THE TWO
LEAGUES BEING ABUSED BY
doing its part in crossing the ocean; their use, and until the time arrives
BIG LEAGUES
but the transatlantic travel cannot be- for them to start northward they will
CLUB OWNERS
gin until crews have been trained to make trips from Hamburg to London,
With the Cubs in a fair
a point where it will be entirely safe England, and to Chrlstianla Norway.
The waiving system that
way to
prevails for them to make the
round out a first class
trips with These trips will serve a double obpitching staff. in the major
leagues has always had passengers.
Chance's team again becomes the'
ject to give the crews the advantstorm center of the National League. a queer look, but this season there
In order to avoid the danger that age of this much oversea navigation
They are undoubtedly the people to have been so many unaccountable would attend making training trips and to earn enough money partly to
beat before any flag is awarded. The events that one is
over the open At'antlc, Count Zep pay for themselves.
commencing to
reports of their having "gone back" lose confidence in it.
pelin desired the greatest possible
Preliminary to the North role trip
were a trifle premature. They may
Primarily, the waiving system was area where a partically flat surface an effort will be made to drive the
REALTY REPORT
have started last fall, but changed formed to
protect the baseball player, could be found, where there would bigger airship 1,250 miles from Spitztheir minds this spring, and the vet- wnen a club
no
west
or
across
so
be
cities
the
bergen
Arctic
forests,
basin
landing
wanted to send any of
erans who were supposed to be about its extra
to a point north or British Columbia
players to the minor leagues could be made at any time and with
all in are moving under terrific steam It had to serve notice on
and return. This route gives a long
Warranty Deeds
the other little trouble.
Professor ttergesell, a noted Ger range over a safe area. The entire
again.
clubs of its intention.
Eplmenia Herrera et ux, to William
All that early dope about their havanouia any other club want this man scientist, convinced Zeppelin trip is expected to require four days. Naeglin, April 1, 1911, 160 acres. Conthat the
ing hit the chutes seems to have player, it could obtain him by
polar ocean suit- and the ship will use only four tons sideration $1.
paying ed his
stirred up the club, which is now a nominal sum. This was done
purpose. A po'ar expedition of gasoline out of the seven and a
U. S. A. to Epimenia de Herrera,
to
fighting and hustling as never before. prevent any club disciplining a com- was organized and financed under the half tons she will carry. After this January 30, 1911, 160 acres.
is concluded an effort will be
Unless the Giants come with a rush petent player
M. F. Jimenez, et ux, to Benlgno Rohim to sanction of the Kaiser and Prince trip
by
to go to the North Pole and
made
at an early date the Cubs will un- the bush leagues. railroading
Became
of
Prussia
its
Henry
presi
mero, April 1911, lot in Las Vegas.
return without stopping.
doubtedly have the call, as it isn't
In theory It is a beautiful thought, dent.
Consideration $1.
likely Philadelphia can stick at her a check to prevent any manipulation
E. A. Kiefer, et ux. to Charles Mum-by- ,
present clip for any great length of or slavish methods being employed
Setpember 1, 1910, 640 acres in
time.
DRUMMERS QUESTS
by the club owner: but the owners JAPANESE BASEBALL
Las Vegas grant. Consideration fl.
The only clubs that have flgupred evidently hayn found a,
Western Investment Co., to The Inway to get
In a world's- - series since 190 have around U
OF DALLAS, TEXAS vestment & Agency Corp., April 20,
TEAM COMING 10-1- 7
been Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburg and
As conditions now stand, a club
1911, 1,600 acreB. Consideration
1.
H. W. Heymann, et ux to Abraham
Philadelphia, and either Chicago or owner can send any player not ex
Detroit has been in each fracas ev- actly a Cobb, Collins or Matthewson LOCAL FANS WILL WITNESS LIT- COMMERCIAL
TRAVELERS
OF J. Wertz, April 20, 1911, lot 27 and 28
ery year since. It begins to look a to the minors without any other
Blk. 40 L. V. Hill Site Town Co. Ad
.
HOLDING
CONVEN-TEXAS
TLE BROWN MEN IN ACTION
trifle now as if one of these two rivals taking advantage of the waiver
dition.
Consideration $1.
TION
THERE
WITH MAROONS
clubs would again stick upon the rule. A gentleman's agreement ex
Placita Ranch Co., to Chas. C. Hand
world's series program, with a chance ists, in which Owner Brown will
trustee for Mattie Hand, August 13,
Dallas, Tex., May 4. Gayly decorat 1909,
baseball
that both may be there at the au waive on certain players belonging The famous Japanese
12,000 acres of land. Consideraed
towith flags and bunting, Dallas
tumnal wind up.
to Owner Smith provided
Owner team which is making a tour of the
tion $1.
There's a peculiar feature to all Smith waives on his. This is a fine United States', starting at the Paci day extended a hearty welcome to the
Manuel Sena and L. Mares de Sena
this. Jennings is more than anxious arrangement for everybody involved fic coast and working northward and commercial travelers from all over March 31, 1911, 160 acres In San Mito win out to get back at the Cubs excepting the ball player.
eastward, will play in Las Vegas Tues the state who assembled here for the guel county. Consideration $550.
and Wednesday, May 16 and 17. annual convention of the Texas diviof
for two straight trimmings, while the
the
third
baseman
day
Steinfeldt,
P. Sanchez de Baca to Felipe Baca
asPhil
"'Cutis" are pulling to get back at
the champion CubB, was railroaded to The .laps will open the season, here sion of the Travelers' Protective
y Garcia, April 25, 1911, house and lot
''After
a
sociation.
tbla
'brief
session
adelphia for last fall's mop up. The the minors last week. Chicago has and Manager Slmpklns is anxious to
an ad- in Las Vegas. Consideration $1.
morning for organization
Novato Vigil to Domingo Torres,
only club that should have a chance been trying to get him out of the have the opening an ousplclous one. journment wag taken to
the
permit
conar- league for some weeks. When they The team will be in good playing
d
to break up this
Feb.
13, 1911, 160 acres in San Miguel
to
and
ladies
their
delegates
enjoy
s
rangement is McGraw's team, which, first asked for waivers, both Cincin: dition and should give the Japs the automobile rlies about the city. Co. Consideration $1.
with better pitching to back on, still nati and Boston claimed the man.
U. S. A. to Norato Vigil, October 19,
games of their young lives.
Luncheon for the visitors was served
'Swede" Ekberg, the
looks to be a formidable factor.
Chicago then withdrew the demand
at the Oriental hotel and at 2 o'clock 1905, 160 acres in San Miguel county.
had and
From all present indications the for waivers, and ostensibly
player who cavorted the business sessions were resumed.
race in each league this season will changed its opinion regarding Stein about first base last year for the San The sessions will continue until the
SHE WAS SMOTHERING
be the most open in years, for none feldt and decided to hold him. Last ta Fe Peerless team, has finally sign end of the week and will be interAla. Mrs. M. C. Paschal,
Rockford,
of the leading clubs seem to be any Wednesday, however, Steinfeldt was ed a contract with the Maroons and spersed with numerous features of of this place, says: "I was taken
stronger than in the past, while sev transferred to the St. Louis team will be here for the opening games. entertainment.
with nervous prostration, and had
eral of the erstwhile trailers have of the American association.
Simpkins is about to close a contrast
headache, backache, pains in my
For some reason, Cincinnati and with a fast pitcher who makes his
come forward with a bound.
DANISH SINGERS COMING
right side, and smothering spells. ' I
There are at least five clubs in each Boston did not object this time, but headquarters in Denver. W'ngo will
4. Fifty student called in physicians to treat my case,
May
Copenhagen,
circuit to be watched, outsiae 01 permitted Steinfeldt to get out of arrive early in June and will be one singers of the Royal University of but without relief. Finally, I tried
of the mainstays for the Maroons and Copenhagen departed
Boston, St. Louis and Brooklyn the the league.
for America Cardul, and it gave perfect satisfacSeinfeldt had no business in the the pitching department.
eap separating the other five con
to begin a three weeks' sight- tion. I recommend it to every sick
today
tenders is much smaller than usual. minors. There are clubs in the Nation
The Jap team that will open the
tour. Incidentally
the stu- woman." Are you weak, tired worn-outand al league who could use his batting season here is a fast aggregation and seeing
In the American, Washington
will
Do you suffer from any of the
to
earn
dents
their
way by
try
to
St. Louis look to be the goats, while and fielding ability and experience
bas defeated some of the best semi- - giving concerts in a number of cities. pains peculiar to weak women? Carwas
Pressure
advantage.
teams In the . United After several days in New York they dul has a record of over fifty years
the other six clubs are fairly sure to good
club professional
make things much more interesting brought to bear by the Chicago
States.
will go to Washington and sing in in relieving such troubles, and will
Blower comthan they were last year when Mack's to have this man put in
the
White House, where the presi-de- n certainly benefit you. It 'prevents
lower.
are
salaries
the
new.
pany, where
SIGNS WITH SALIDA, COLO.
people ran away from, the
has arranged a reception for those frequent headaches, and keeps
reThree weeks ago, when it was
Ben Sandoval of Las Vegas has them.
you up, out of bed, feeling fresh and
ask
to
was
going
ported that Chicago
base
re- signed up with the Salida, Colo.,
happy. Try Cardui.
on Steinfeldt, reliable
waivers
ball team and will play with that ag
NEW MEXICO FIGHT
a
a
Nais
to
mistake
It
that
suppose
Boston
the
porters accompanying
the present season. woman Is all the rage just because she
The elusive banana skin has no
tionals sent stories to their paper gregation during
base. Sandoval has a bad temper.
third
cover
will
He
in giving a man the slip.
waiver
trouble
never
BOUT
that Fred Tenny would
FANS
had offers from clubs in all parts
on Steinfeldt, but would make every has
of Colorado and in Nebraska and Idaeffort to get mm ior oobluu.
will play third. He '.s
CON- FORTHCOMING
He believed that this crack third ho. Sandoval
a fast fielder.
and
a
sure
hitter
to
man
baseman would be just the
TEST AT TRINIDAD,
few
In
a
infield.
brace his tottering
ATTENTION
to?
JEFFRIES SAILS FOR EUROPE
days Tenny changed his mind
New York, May 4. James J. Jefreasons.
unaccountable
Tritiirtnd. nolo.. May 4. Fight fans
Steinfeldt
that
the former champion heavyrecalled
be
fries,
will
It
HIS VICINITY has a cllnate of unsurpassed healthfulness with-J- f
and
from Raton, Dawson, Las Vegas
with his weight pugilist, was among the pascontroversy
a
had
salary
in
out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
be
will
on
other parts of New Merico
fhia venr. He Doured In some sengers sailing for Europe today
box-In- g
sunshine
in
the year.
'
Trinidad to witness the
club and board the steamship George Washand hot shots at the Chicago
Fink
water
The
Louis
supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
between
bout
When he ington. He is accompanied on his trip
v. enma In return.
streams or from wells of not great depth.
Charles Lucha, scheduled lor way
several
re
and
Jeffries
abroad by Mrs.
Joined the team correspondents
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 inches, average, occur
at rpntral nark. It is probable mai
he appeared to be per friends. The party will spend the
that
ported
worked
JJP
tour
sufficient interest can be
ring
principally In July and August.
execut.ve
a
summer in making
pleasure
non erata with the
in the match to arrange that a spec
soil is highly fertile anl easy of working, being generally
The
continent.
the
of
club.
Bide of the
train be chartered to convey ine
loam especially retentive of moisture.
sandy
ttitu has nothing to do
t.
t.n.
the
New Mexico people here. Locally
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere elio
with the matter, but it is a fact that
Children Who Are Sickly
interest in the coming bout is grow the methods used to railroad a com
conditions are equally good.
where
comown
their
Mothers who value
event.
ing with the approach of the
minor league puts
the
to
man
nare principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
their
of
children,
Crops
welfare
and
petent
the
fort
Anr,v road work and
beets promise to be profitable.
blush of shame on major league should never be without a box of
the
Sugar
at
Aguh
dulging in vigorous training
Organization is necessary to Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
baseball.
Farming,"
"Dry
practiced scientifically, la proving to be successful
tramps
lar. Fink will establish
baseball a paying instuuuon. Children, for use throughut the seaarea
a
under cultivation.
make
here,
being
large
round
and
quarters here about May U encounter hr when any owner or owners use son.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
relieve
colds,
break
up
They
the
to
himself in shape for
'
the city la now being constructed.
the power of their organization are feverishness, constipation, teething
.
with the clever' boy from Aguiiar.
then
they
In
i..ir
the
trouare showing up
mountains
developments
Mining
ii,j-"adjacent
moment oppress
disorders, headache and stomach
Bnth mon will firiit from the
values.
stone
dynamite.
22
Building
is quarried
of
very
promising
for
handling
years.
superior
mothers
quality
bles.
Used
by
the gong
they enter the ring until
FAIL.
nearby.
NEVER
POWDERS
win
THESE
to
sounds, as both are anxious
The PecoB National Forest, which is near, affords excellent grazVS. JACK MORGAN Sold by all drugstores, 25c. Don't acand become eligible to go up against "SPIKE" KELLY
for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
ing
mailed
substitute.
4.-- The
Sample
any
cept
the big boys.
South Bend, Ind., May
raising Is a profitable business.
S. Olmsted,
Athletic club of this city FREE. Address, Allen
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
Y.
N.
Its
Le
for
card
Roy,
DAY
I
has arranged a promising
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE
Hhow tomorrow nnsui..
Beautiful mountain resorts wlUi in easy access of the city are open
BROMO Quinine
of
Take LAXATIVE
most
trouble
Into
bout
When
you get
will be a
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
V.. W. OROVKS slnafall, tn nr
of Chlcag your friends will say: "It's too bad
Kelly
tt
"Spike"
If
between
Tablets. Druggists refund money
that.
and let it go at
and Jack Morgan of Indianapolis.
lure is on cacn nox.
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well-define-

J. M.

CUNNINGHAM,

President,

FRANK SPRINO.ER, Vic President,
D. T.HOSKINS, Cashier,

069,000.00

1

ONISTS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

THEIR

CHICAGO CUBS RAILROADING
BECOME STORM

BALLPLAYER

CENTER

MINORS

THREE-CORNERE-

"ivck

The Man With Money

DS

1

Acquired it largely through not letting his cash
lie idle. He either invested it or deposited in a
bank. In other words, he

3N

three-cornere-

hard-hittin-

g

Made His Noney Work for Him
Follow his example if you would prosper.

NCE OPENS

Open

an account here and add to it regularly. Your
money will commence earning more for you from
the start.
.
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Summer School
Six Weeks, June
July 14

5
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to

Principal Subjects Offered:
Don't Become Bent and Ugly
Any woman who desires to do so may
easily overcome any tendency to round
shoulders by giving the matter proper
attention.
We have the sole agency for a shoulder
brace that corrects any such tendency
without discomfort to the wearer. It is
constructed entirely of cloth, will not bind
or chafe and may be worn at all times
without inconvenience.
'

-

General History, lEnglish
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors. Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

RATED ON

Mrs. Collls P.
the pioneer
was operate'!
tin her Fifth
$rday, was
re-da-

DRSTS;
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Fee for the Course
Five Dollars
A

SHOULDER BRACES
compel deep breathing and by so doing
insure the general good health of the
wearer. For men, women and children.

$1.00
Price,
E. G. MURPHEY
Rexall

Store

.BOARD LAKE
IGOING

Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

The best seller, The Optic

Trjf an Ad. in Tho Optio'o
"Want Columns"
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Dance tonight at Rosenthal hall.
Lunches
Kitchen.

M. M

Choice Onion Sets

LOCAL NEWS
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Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.
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Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.
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Beyond a Doubt the BEST in the Market
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We give absolutely free one
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First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

to the BTtppf
they have
more adva
Ttnown in f
for a simlla
Still the j

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic; and Foreign Exchange.
A

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

ods of conqut
and all cans
ward the miti

the enlighten
should be w

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

$150,000

Not even
will reap a j
from visitors;
tuusiasm over
ation. Since
lee there has
Pare with it 1
economic stan
journal compli
hopes that th
"ake up sufflc
fact and draw
vantages." By

614 Lincoln Avenue"

is just as necessary to disinfect and clean your
IT chicken
own house if
house as well as

your
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs. We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; prevents Cholera and is a Great Egg Producer. Also
have Hygeno'the Great Disinfectant for chicken
houses. Keeps them absolutely free of Bugs of
all kinds.

r
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are over, Lon
increase that ;
j gold to one of
000
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more apiece
Undoa could
8 murmur.
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j Englishman es
on the one day!
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',000 a minute
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The harmony club will meet at
2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon with
Mrs. B. P. McGuire.
We have Just received a fine silver
tip cub bear, killed by C. W. Wesner,
Pete Roth.
Order now.

Regular communication of Chapman
at 7:30 o'clock
P. C. degree.
in
Work
the
tonight.
Visiting brothers welcome.
lodge, A. P. & A. M.,

...

up-to-da-te

With the opening of spring and the
summer, Mount Calvary
cemetery, northwest of the city, is
beginning to assume a more beautiful
appearance than it has ever had. Many
lot owners in. the cemetery have put
In curbing, sodded their plots, and
planted trees. This has been made
possible by the sinking of two good
wells and Installing two good pumping
systems which give an adequate water supply, right on the premises, while
heretofore water had to be hauled to
the cemetery.' Mount Calvary cemetery is under the Jurisdiction of the
parish of the Church of Our Lady of
Sorrows. Much praise is due its pastor, Rev. Paul Gilberton, for the Interest he at all times shows in improving the condition of the cemetery.
beginning-o-

"Extragood" Children's
Knickerbocker Suits, at

f

1--

OFF

5

AH our
"Extragood"
Children's Straight Pant
Suits at
n"'

OFF

1-- 3

All

rw

v

--

'9

goods marked in
plain figures

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

Val-de-

ber of other kodak fiends attempted
to get pictures but had imperfect

Cruz Segura, caretaker of the San
county court house, 1s busy
cleaning and airing the court room
and putting it In readiness for the
May term of the United States district
court, which will begin Monday
Miguel

Andrew Brlggs hag filed in the
United States eourt a petition of
voluntary bankruptcy. Brlggs resides
In Union county. His liabilities are
In the neighborhood of $2,200 and
his assets are about $50. The case
will be heard probably at the coming term of court.

ned by the Knights of Columbus for
to be served during
May dance, which will
occur tomorrow evening in the armory. Only the members of the dance
committee and the caterer know the
delicacies that will be served and the
dancers are sure to experience a pleasant surprise. The hall will be prettily decorated and the muslo will be
the best obtainable. Prom present
indications the dance will be attended
by a large crowd.

the luncheon
their annual

The carnival diamond ring queen
contest will be decided
Saturday
night. The ballot boxes will be collected at 8 o'clock Saturday evening
and placed on a table In front of the
office tent on the carnival grounds,
where the voting will continue until
10 O'clock. At that hour the ballot
Amador Ullbarrl, marshal for the
boxes will be closed and the count
town of Las Vegas, is busy bossing
made publicly. When It Is finished
a gang of prisoners engaged in cleanannouncement of the winner will
the
ing up the streets. Rocks and rub- be made and the ring awarded.
bish are being removed from the
streets and the gutters are being The
Young Men's Dramatic club of
cleaned out. Mr. Ullbarrl has Just re- the West side has made arrangements
covered from an Illness that kept him to repeat the
performance of VTcmy
confined to his home for several days. the Convict," the play with which it
made such a. big hit recently in Mac-kel'-s
hall. The second performance
held In the Duncan
be
will
opera
n
house on the evening of May 17.
The club has secured a room on
Bridge street near the Plaza in which
it will give dances regular'y. The
first dance will occur soon.

j

Franco-An-

erican

Quality

By special request of Rabbi Raisin
members of the congregation of
and
word implies.
Temple Montefiore Dr. Prank H. H.
They are as delicious, whole- Roberts will give his lecture, "Humor
some and nutritious as choicest and Pathos in Travel" tomorrow even
In the temple. The lecture will
ingredients can make them As ing at 8 o'clock
and the public 4.s
begin
high in qualify as skilled chefs cordially invited to be present.

can produce.
In cans convenient for any Robert
the New
sized family.

HEAT AND EAT
TRY THEM
Also try our Ortega Piemento
in glass jars.

.

STEARNS

PURE THING8 TO EAT.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at the Opera Bar. Served from
rels on the bar.

sane, died last night after a brief illness from apoplexy. Brown had been
in the hospital about three years. His
only surviving relative is a brother in
Gallup. The body waa shipped to that
city this afternoon by the Las Vegas
Undertaking .company.
Dr. M. P. Des Marals, county superintendent of schools, says that he
wi'l publish on May 15 the official notice of the San Miguel county teachers' institute which will be held in
the Normal University building from
June 6 to July 28.

PANSY PLANTS
K

isf the only way to make delicious, crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast off as you like it

Curtains

-- :-

In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
wa ter, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process
We have every appliance
.necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

EXCLUSIVE
THE

FEATURES
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Phone Main 81.

PRINCESS

f

Roller Bearing Wheels
Lloyd's Famous Auto Sash
Wheel Fenders
Lloyd's Patent Brake
Automatically Collapsible
-

Lowest in Price

J. C. J0HNSEN
SON

&

Local Agents for

FREE
with every

$1.00

cash purchase

A

Carnival

OF

GO-CAR-

Top

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

This 1911 Princess
complete

with- -

storm

curtains

RETAIL PRICE- Su.
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Z2
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"

100 lbs.

AGUA.PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and
and Lasting Qualities of Whichnlve Mad
l2 2
.
Famous Off
7m
iV

i

"usias Avenue.

Screened and Lumo Raton r

C OM L M

fJD WOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAll

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)
Fmot

li j o ! i e

Go-Ca- rt

Only $9.00
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2,000 lb, or More, Each Delivery
M.000
to 2,000 Ib.., Each
200 lb to 1,000 lb..Each
Delivery
50
200 ,,., . Each
.
Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs. Each Delivery .
. .

Ticket

)

:-

Cas Uegas Ciabt
$ Power

Our department for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.

Ranch Phone 276.

)

The Electric Way

Lace

perry Onion & Son
462,

(Electric

Dead men tell no tales, but lots of
taleB are told about them.

..

Just lots and lots of them, the best ever
35c per Dozen, 3 Dozen for $1.00
(J
a

bar-

Pirch'8 Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you.. At the Lobby, of course.

Brown, aged 51, a patient in
Mexico Hospital for the In-

r--

'

THURSDAY,
MAY 4

We will offer for sale,
all our new,

Bringing with them three prison
ers under sentence to the territorial
There will bo a special meeting penitentiary at Santa Fe, Sheriff An
Sunday afternoon at 2 : 30 o'clock of th dres Gandert of Mora county and his
arrived arThe E. Romero Hose and Fire comCongregation Montefiore in the ves- deputy, E. H. Blernbaum,
and
this
Las
In
rived
morning
Vegas
on
rooms
of
the
Douglas
temple
try
pany will hold its regular monthly
left on the afternoon train for Santa business meeting tomorrow
avenue.
evening
Pe. The prisoners were convicted and at the station on Bridge street. The
the
of
term
at
the last
sentenced
banquet to have been given by the
Harry Coan, who resides In Mineral
court. They are Enri company has been
Hill, yesterday applied at th court Mora county
postponed on achouse for $2 as bounty on a wild cat que Pacheco, three to five years for count of the Knights of Columbus
y
killed by him near his home a few horse stealing; Jose Domingo Torres, dance.
BlaB
a
of
cow;
one
theft
for
year
days ago.
three to five years for cattle
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
secur
H.
C.
Blood
Orrin
and
stealing.
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
Baily
ed some excellent pictures of the balfinest draught beers served over any
An elaborate menu has been plan bar in the city.
loon ascension this morning. A num

Store Fhone Main

t

NING

X

At its next meeting, which will be
held early In June, the board of coun-t- y
commissioners will resolve Itself
into a board of equalization for the
purpose of hearing any grievances
that may be entertained by citizens
in regard to the taxes as fixed by
the county assessor. After hearing the
complaints the board will make careful investigations and will rectify
such grievances as it may deem
necessary. The work of equalizing
the taxes is always a laborious one
ae the commissioners go over the
rolls carefully. Last year several days
were devoted to that work.
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Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131
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Choice Colorado Spring1 Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oat6
Choice Millet Seed
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DISCOUNT SALE
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Of Children's Suits at Greenberger's

Lawn Mowers Sharpened by New Process

o'clock

The new floor in the Santa Fe pas
senger station is practically completed. It will be given a coating of oil.
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White Kitchen the sign of cleanliness. Meals, 25 cents.'
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Lunch every morning at
Buffet
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fresh lot just in, the nicest we
ever offered 10c a quart
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